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2. Key New Features
NetBrain Integrated Edition (IE) v10.0 introduces innovative technologies, including Network Intent, Feature
Decode, and Adaptive Monitoring, to enable network automation at scale. This release also streamlines the
troubleshooting collaboration and escalation via a new Incident Portal and enhanced Smart CLI features. By
incorporating public cloud support – Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure – and enhanced Auto
Update capabilities, NetBrain offers a more powerful and expandable platform than ever. Other new features,
including Feature Intent Template (FIT) and Single Pane of Glass (SPOG) with Cloud Management Tools, are also
delivered in v10.0 to further enhance troubleshooting automation.
•

Public Cloud Visual Management New — With the functions built for the public cloud, operating a public
cloud network consisting of hundreds or even thousands of public cloud accounts becomes easier, which
includes:
o

Auto-Discovery across the multi-cloud and hybrid-cloud infrastructure.

o

End-to-end visibility via Dynamic Map.

o

Application dependency mapping across physical, SDN, and public network.

o

Use Dynamic Map as Single-Pane-of-Glass for all cloud-related data, from native tools or 3rd-party
tools.

o
•

Troubleshoot cloud with Executable Runbook automation.

Network Intent New —Network Intent (NI) provides a way to document network design for specific
network devices, what these design baselines are like, and verify network design properly with a no-code
parser. It helps engineers quickly understand a network's design and baseline, or normal state. More
importantly, network problems often violate network design, so we can eliminate the hypothesis by
verifying predefined Network Intent and speed up the troubleshooting process.

•

Adaptive Monitoring New — The Adaptive Monitoring system provides intelligent trigger automation to
capture network problems without overloading the system. It leverages flash probes as monitoring units
to detect the data anomaly of any device via SNMP/CLI data polling. As soon as an anomaly is detected,
the system will take immediate action to execute the predefined network intents. The results will provide
critical references to the root cause analysis and speed up the troubleshooting process.

•

Decision Tree New —Decision Tree features allow network engineers to share their troubleshooting
knowledge with others for a specified device. In a troubleshooting task, network engineers can create a
map, open the Decision Tree of the problem device, and use this knowledge to identify the root cause. It
is the first time that NetBrain is providing a visual function to present troubleshooting reference
workflows. The knowledge is created as automation (Network Intent, Runbook, CLI command) and
associated with a specified symptom defined as a Flash Probe or Hypothesis.
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•

Smart CLI — In v10.0, we have redesigned the SmartCLI application and integrated the dynamic mapping,
executable runbook, compare, and collaboration features around the traditional CLI process. Using the
new Smart CLI, network engineers can intelligently analyze the CLI output, document the troubleshooting
activities, and effectively collaborate with a team of co-workers. As a result, the mean-time-to-repair
(MTTR) can be greatly reduced.

•

Incident-Based Collaboration New —To enable collaboration among multiple users working on the same
troubleshooting task, v10.0 introduces the Incident Portal. An incident represents a ticket to track a
network problem or a network change. End users can organize and share maps, devices, individual
insights, and findings targeting a specific troubleshooting task and collaborate with more colleagues to
resolve issues. Keeping everyone on the same page effectively reduces MTTR. In addition, Incident Portal
offers an independent portal page for each incident. External users without NetBrain Workstation seat
licenses can access a portal to join the collaboration session by viewing maps, posting messages, etc.

•

Feature Intent Template New — The Feature Intent Template (FIT) decodes various network technologies
(BGP, QOS, Multicasting, etc.) from device configuration files across the entire network, then creates the
related NetBrain automation resources (DVT represents BGP design, Flash Probe represents BGP neighbor
check, etc.), and defines the respective running methods (schedule run or triggered by flash probes) in
NetBrain to further scale NetBrain’s troubleshooting automation solutions.

•

Visual Parser New — Visual Parser uses a NetBrain-specific grammar, quickly turning device CLI command
output or configuration file text into programable variables and enabling “What you see is what you get”
programming without coding. As an essential part of Network Intent Automation, the Visual Parser aims
to simplify Network Intent creation as much as possible and achieve no-code automation for every
network engineer.

•

Auto Upgrade Enhancements — In v8.0, the platform resources (such as Driver, Plugin, Runbook, and
Data View Template) could be auto updated via Knowledge Cloud (KC). In v10.0, we expand KC to manage
both the framework components and the platform resources and allow the NetBrain Workstation to
upgrade a patch or minor release containing both platform and framework components. The user can set
up a schedule for a software upgrade, and the system provides auto test capabilities to verify essential
functions, such as retrieving live data and application path. An auto-test can be performed before and
after the upgrade.
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3. Public Cloud Visual Management
As more and more IT workloads are being moved to the public cloud, operating the public cloud environment
becomes challenging for IT specialists. Even if the automation and agility during the provisioning process have been
greatly improved, it is not the same for the manageability of the public cloud environment. The main challenges of
managing the public cloud consist of the following aspects:
•
•

•

•

Lack of visibility: agile provision of cloud resources makes visibility difficult using the traditional manual
method.
A huge number of accounts and subscriptions: to comply with the security requirements, you may have a
huge number of accounts and subscriptions that used by different teams, managing all resources scattered
in all these accounts and subscriptions bring huge management burden to the team when it comes to the
troubleshooting cloud issues.
Multi-cloud and hybrid-cloud environments: East-West Traffic supporting key applications often traverse
physical data center, SDN data center, and public cloud. You may also have different public cloud providers
to prevent vendor lock-in. As a result, many organizations bring multiple public cloud providers into their
production use, and you will need to understand different cloud provider’s uniqueness.
Collaboration within different teams and customers: The application that traverses through your network
may involve multiple teams: network team, security team, cloud team server team, and application team.
When a problem occurs, you may need to involve all the related teams to figure out the root cause.

The need to have visibility into the public cloud becomes very critical. In v10.0, we have built the support for AWS
and Azure, and the support consists of the following areas:
•
•

•

•

•

Auto Discovery: with the auto-discovery function, NetBrain can discover public cloud resources and update
the data periodically by leveraging the benchmark function.
Review network data and config with dynamic mapping: like the way we do for traditional network and
SDN network, we use API to access the public cloud environment and provide the data model to build the
map based on the data model easily. The system can periodically retrieve the data from public cloud
providers and update the data model accordingly.
Map application dependency across the end-to-end network: with the ability to build the data model for
public cloud, SDN, SD-WAN, and the traditional network, NetBrain can provide you the path analysis
function across the entire network. NetBrain can check the routing table/security group/network ACL for
all the networking objects along the path and display the checking result details.
SPOG access through cloud-native and 3rd party cloud management tools: NetBrain can use Data View
Template to display the cloud infrastructure data from AWS API, display the cloud monitoring data from
AWS Cloud Watch and Azure monitoring, and we can integrate with any of your cloud monitoring tools,
Datadog, Splunk, Dynatrace for example, to overlay the monitoring metrics/logging information on the
NetBrain map.
Automate Troubleshooting with Runbook: The support for Runbook Automation is also expanded to
Runbook Automation natively. With the support for the public cloud, you can build different Runbooks
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according to your public cloud troubleshooting scenarios and leverage the Automation within NetBrain's
entire automation reference workflow.

3.1. Discover Public Cloud Resources
NetBrain uses either key-based access or role-based access to discover public cloud resources.

You can run the discovery function with the specified accounts to discover the public cloud resources.
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Benchmark tasks can be set up to retrieve the public cloud resources periodically.
The discovered objects are displayed in the Network Tree.

3.1.1

AWS Network Tree

AWS network tree is a hieratical view, Account > Region > VPC > Subnet. The networking objects are listed based
on their hierarchy. For example,
•
•
•

Transit gateway is listed under regions as transit gateway is a regional service that resides within a certain
region.
AWS direct connect gateways are logical components that can interconnect VGW and TGW from different
regions, so they are listed under the account.
AWS direct connect router is a physical device that resides in certain direct connect locations listed under
the region.
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From the Device Details pane, you can view the details for each object, and the hyperlink will take you to the AWS
console directly.
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3.1.2

Azure Network Tree

Below is an example of a hieratical view for the Azure resources:
•

Level 0: Tenant
• Level 1: Subscription
• Level 2: Region
• Level 3: VNet
• Level 4: Virtual Network Distributed Router
• Level 4： Subnet
• Level 5: Virtual machines
• Level 4: VPN Gateway
• Level 4: Express Route Gateway
• Level 4: Application Gateway
• Level 4: Azure Load Balancer(Internal)
• Level 4: NAT Gateway
• Level 4: Azure Firewall
• Level 3: MSEE
• Level 3: Azure Load Balancer (Public)
• Level 3: Unassigned NAT Gateway
• Level 2: Virtual WAN
• level 3: Virtual WAN Hub
• level 4: VPN Gateway for vHub
• level 4: Express Route Gateway for vHub
• level 4: Azure Firewall

The networking objects are listed based on their hierarchy. For example,
•

•
•

The virtual network as a parent node to include sub node virtual network distributed router and subnet.
The virtual network distributed router is a NetBrain conceptual component to simulate a virtual network
as a network object to build a relationship with other resources that belong to this virtual network. The
virtual machine is listed under the subnet that belongs to this virtual network.
The VPN gateway, ExpressRoute gateway, application gateway, Azure load balancer (internal), NAT
gateway, Azure firewall are listed under the virtual network to which they belong.
If the NAT gateway does not belong to any virtual network, it will be listed under the region as an
unassigned NAT gateway.
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You can view the details for each object from the details pane, and the hyperlink will take you to the Azure
console.

3.2. Map Public Cloud Resources
There are different ways to map a public cloud resource: open a context map of a resource from the Network
Tree; search a resource via its IP or ID and map the resource from the research results. You can extend neighbors
of public cloud resources like the on-premise network devices.
3.2.1

Context Map Examples
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The VNET context map shows the relationship of resources within the same virtual network. The virtual machine
will not be mapped by default due to its massive number.

The subnet context map shows the virtual machine connecting to the same subnet within the virtual network.

The region context map shows all virtual networks and their resource relationship within the same region.
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The VPN gateway map demonstrates the relationship between Azure and the on-promise network.

3.2.2

Search and Map

You can search a public object with its name or ID to identify where the resource is located and create maps
based on the search results.
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3.2.3

Extend Neighbors

Another way to find your public cloud resources is through the extend neighbor function. Extend the neighbor of
an On-Prem device to map out the public cloud environment connected to this device.

3.3. Application Path for Hybrid and Multi-cloud
The path function has been extended to the public cloud in v10.0. The system supports end-to-end path calculation
in a hybrid and multi-cloud environment, and you can analyze the traffic flow between two endpoints.
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3.3.1

AWS Application Path

A VPC consists of IP range, subnets, and it may also contain cloud-native networking services as NAT gateway, IGW,
VGW, etc. NetBrain will create an AWS VPC router for each VPC to simulate the routing and security check function
for this VPC. The subnet is visualized in NetBrain's dynamic map via the concept called LAN media. From the dynamic
map, you can view different networking objects and how they are connected. VPC peering is also supported, and
the corresponding peering ID will be visualized in the dynamic map.
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Path calculation will render the path log containing the related routing and security check details.

The link of each object will direct you to the AWS console, where you can view more information about the object
or make desired changes.

The following path diagram demonstrates how an EC2 instance in a public subnet accesses the internet directly.
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The following path diagram demonstrates how NetBrain can help you identify the traffic flow when an EC2
instance tries to access the internet via NAT gateway. From the path log, you will be able to understand better
how the NAT works.

The key to supporting the end-to-end path for the public cloud environment is understanding all routing and
security checks across the entire network. You may know AWS does not provide the routing tables for the
following networking objects:
•
•

Virtual private gateway
Direct connect gateway
21

•

Direct connect router

NetBrain invents a unique algorithm to build the virtual routing table based on the topology info and route
advertisement it captures for the surrounding devices.

Below is an example demonstrating a path from an EC2 instance to an end system in the on-prem network. This is
a transit VPC architecture where we build the IPSEC tunnel between the customer gateway with the CSR1000v
sitting in the transit VPC. The underlay communication is achieved via the direct connections via ATT Netbound.
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3.3.2

Azure Application Path

NetBrain invented the concept of Virtual Network Distributed Router (VNet Router) with various resources and
features to simplify the Azure Cloud network connections inside and outside the Virtual Network. The
resources/features include:
•
•
•
•

Routing information such as User Defined Route and Virtual Route Table for Virtual Network.
Security rule information such as Network/Application Security Group rule in subnet/interface level.
Peering information for various VNet peering details.
Network Interface (NIC) Effective Route Table information

NetBrain invents the unique algorithm to build the virtual routing table based on the topology info and route
advertisement it captures for the surrounding devices. We strictly follow Azure’s route selection priority rules to
choose the best path available if there are multiple paths to the destination.
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VPN connection path sample: a VPN gateway is a virtual network gateway that sends encrypted traffic between
an Azure virtual network and an on-premises location. The encrypted traffic goes over the public Internet.

Hub-Spoke Network path sample: you can visualize the abstract cloud traffic path between different Azure nodes
and enhance your efficiency of troubleshooting cloud network issues. The Hub provides a secure network boundary
using Network Virtual Appliance (NVA) such as Cisco ASA by checking all inbound and outbound network traffic and
passing only the traffic that meets network security rules.
24
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The VNet to VNet connection path sample: you can view the proprieties Virtual Route Table based on Azure routing
policies and rules, an easy way to understand cloud routing details instead of struggling with abstract cloud routing
strategies.

3.3.3

Multi-Cloud Support

With the support of multiple cloud providers, you will get a complete view of your public cloud infrastructure and
the traffic flow going through multiple public cloud providers.
The following diagram depicts the typical dedicated cloud interconnect solution provided by different cloud
providers. The system can map the entire topology as well as the path going through multiple cloud providers.
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After setting up a benchmark to retrieve the data, you can map the path across public clouds. This diagram shows
how an EC2 instance can communicate with the virtual machines sitting on Azure via AT&T Netbound.

You can also use the transit VPC architecture to build the IPSec VPN tunnel between different cloud providers so
the traffic flow can go through transit VPCs.
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3.4. SPOG with Cloud Native Management Tools
Data view (DVT) gives you the ability to monitor various public data in the dynamic map. There are two kinds of
data that can be displayed via DVT:
•
•

Public Cloud Infrastructure Data: the basic information of cloud operational status, routing/security, tag
information, etc.
Cloud Monitoring Metrics: the metrics from the cloud native monitoring tools, such as AWS CloudWatch
and Azure Monitoring. These metrics are usually data plane status that can be visualized in NetBrain
maps.

To visualize the relevant data using DVT, you can leverage the following two types of data:
•

GDR Data: GDR data is already available for use since this type of data is retrieved during the
discovery/benchmark process.
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•

3.4.1
•

API Parser Data: Using the API parser, you can retrieve any data from the public cloud provider.

SPOG with AWS Cloud Infrastructure Data Examples

Resource Links and Account Info
29

Visualize the account information for different networking objects with the link to the AWS management console.
Links are also available for resources such as ENI interfaces, security groups, and network ACLs.

•

Infrastructure View for Resources

This data view template can visualize the infrastructure information for different networking objects.

•

Cloud Interconnect BGP Design

This data view template can demonstrate detailed information about your Cloud Interconnect design. It visualizes
all AS numbers from AWS and the advertised route details of the customer’s gateway devices.
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•

SPOG with AWS CloudWatch

This data view template demonstrates the metrics retrieved from AWS CloudWatch, such as EC2 status,
VGW Tunnel status, Direct Connect Status per Physical Connection, Direct Connect Status per Virtual Interface,
TGW entire status, TGW status per Attachment, and ELB Status.

3.5. SPOG with 3rd Party Cloud Management Tools
The ability to visualize data from 3rd Party cloud management tools enables NetBrain dynamic map to render a
complete view of your cloud infrastructures. The integration with 3rd Party cloud management tools is highly
customizable, meaning that NetBrain can be integrated with any cloud management tools to suit your specific
needs.
•

Datadog - AWS/Azure Monitoring Metrics

The following data view demonstrates the integration with Datadog- the metrics are retrieved from the Datadog
agents installed on EC2 instances. NetBrain can retrieve and demonstrate the following types of metrics through
the data view template:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

system.cpu.user (5 min aveg - double)
system.mem.pct_usable (5 min aveg - double)
system.uptime (The last non-empty value of the 5 min - int)
system.net.packets_out.error (5 min aveg - int)
system.disk.free (5 min aveg - int)
system.io.r_s (5 min aveg - int)
system.net.packets_in.error (5 min aveg - int)

NetBrain also provides a link to Datadog, so you can easily switch to Datadog to explore more details.
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.

•

Splunk – VPC Security Group Check Log

AWS CloudTrail is a service that allows you to log, continuously monitor, and retain account activity related to
actions across your AWS infrastructure. The integration with Spunk allows you to view the change log of security
groups/network ACL and VPCs during a specific period.

3.6. Runbook Automation for Public Cloud
Runbook Template can help you understand the network design and troubleshoot network problems based on
certain scenarios. Many useful functions such as DVT, Qapp, Gapp, and Compare can be wrapped into Runbook to
accomplish your tasks.
3.6.1

AWS - Troubleshoot General VPC Info

This runbook can help you quickly identify important resource information for the devices on the map, which
includes:
•
•
•
•

Path - Application Path
DVT - [AWS] Resource Links and Account Info
DVT - [AWS] Infrastructure View for Resources
DVT - [AWS CloudWatch] Basic Stats
33

•
•

3.6.2

Qapp - Security Group
Qapp - Network ACL

AWS - Troubleshoot Transit Gateway Connectivity Issue

This runbook can help customers troubleshoot the transit gateway routing issue and understand the current
deployment. This Runbook includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Path - Application Path
DVT - AWS basic stats DVT
Qapp - Map reachability from specific VPC
Qapp - Map reachability from specific TGW Route Table
Compare - Compare TGW NCT Tables (Attachment table/Route Table)

34
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4. Intent-Based Automation
The previous-version NetBrain system is built upon the front-end automation technology. When a network problem
occurs, users can leverage the pre-defined automation functions (such as Runbook, Qapp, and DVT) to execute
troubleshooting tasks at machine speed. The entire front-end automation process relies on a human to manually
initiate the automation procedures and diagnose the automation results with the following limitation:
•

The automation results are hard to share with others, thus hinders troubleshooting collaboration and
escalation.

•

Executing huge numbers of automation tasks becomes a daunting task for the system due to the scalability
challenges.

IE v10.0 introduces the concept of Network Intent (NI) and NI-based automation (IBA). NI is an executable
automation element to document and verify a network design. In an ideal network, all NIs should not be violated.
Adaptive Monitoring Automation is a backend process to poll the whole network's status via Flash Probe
periodically. When a flash alert occurs, further execute the triggered automation such as Network Intent. The
results of Adaptive Monitoring Automations are displayed in Decision Tree, a platform to share the network
knowledge and visualize the automation flow.
This IBA system can implement continuous automation.
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4.1. Network Intent
Network Intent (NI) describes a network design for a specific network device, what these design baselines are like,
and how to verify design works properly. It provides a way to document network design, allowing other engineers
to understand the device's design and baseline or normal state of a particular device. More importantly, it provides
a way to verify network design. When a network problem occurs, one or multiple NIs are violated. In the
postmortem stage of this problem, the violated NIs are coded and automatically monitored. The next time a similar
situation occurs, it can be automatically or manually solved in a few minutes and significantly reduce MTTR.
An NI has the following key elements:

•

Device(s): the network device with which this NI is associated.

•

Config and CLI command: the device configurations or CLI command outputs for this NI.

•

Variables: the variables decoded by Visual Parser of this NI.

•

Notes: any text to describe the design, best practice, and any hint.

•

Diagnosis & Status Code: an executable code to verify this design and create an alert if it is violated.
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4.1.1

NI Use Flow

All map devices' relevant NIs will be displayed in the Network Intent pane on a map. You can view the design with
NI abstract, a quick overview of the network design and execution result with status code, a summarized
diagnosis result (Red represents an error, and the green represents normal). You can filter NIs by devices, author,
type, and tags.

Select an NI to view NI details in the NI Detail pane:
•

View troubleshooting know-how in the diagnosis details.

•

View all status codes.

•

Select timepoints to view and compare historical data.
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In the detail pane, click the Run Live button to validate and verify the intent with current live data. The execution
of an NI has the following steps:
•
•
•
•

Retrieve the live data for the pre-defined configuration file and CLI command.
Update the Configlet, and CLI commands based on the live data.
Update the variables based on the live data.
Re-evaluate the diagnosis logic and update the diagnosis note and status code.

In the NI result window, the execution time, the alerts, and the variables are displayed.
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4.1.2

Define NI

After selecting a device and defining the basic info such as name and description, defining an NI has the
following steps:
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•

Define the data: the configuration or CLI command. The data can be retrieved from the live network,
historical, or imported data.

•

Define the variables via Visual Parser. You can define four types of parsers: text, a piece of configurations
to describe a network design; a keyword parser for a single value such as the software version; a Paragraph
parser is used to extract the data in recurring text lines, such as show interface command output; and a
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Table parser to parse the data in the table format such as CDP table. The variables parsed by the Paragraph
and Table parser are an array of data that can be presented in the table format. See TBD section for more
details.

•

Add note.

•

Define diagnosis logic with parsed variables and status code for diagnosis results.
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•

Define NI abstract and tags: the abstract is a customized description of device Config/CLI that the NI author
wants other users to understand the NI purpose easier. NI tag is the category of this NI and is used to filter
NIs by tags in the Network Intent pane.

4.1.4

Define Variables via Visual Parser

Visual Parser supports the following four types of variable definition:
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Add Text
Text Parser is used to match specified lines of text. For example, to verify that the specific configuration or CLI
command output does not change in the future, users can define a text parser to parse specified lines of text and
compare live data with the baseline.
Example:

Add Variables
Keyword parser is used to parse a single-value variable (such as version number, etc.) by anchoring keywords before
and after the variable. Each Variable Line Pattern in a keyword parser can parse a variable within the full-text range
or parse multiple variables in one line of text.
Example:
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Add Paragraph
A paragraph parser is used to extract the essential data in recurring text lines, such as show interface command
output, and place it into a tabular shape. Define a paragraph variable via the following three steps:
1. Define one or more ID Line Patterns, which is used as the key to identify recurring paragraphs. The default
and mandatory ID Line Pattern is labeled as ID Line, which divides text lines into paragraphs.
2. Define 0~N Variable Line Patterns to parse variables inside each recurring paragraph that has been
identified by ID Line Pattern.
3. The parsed variables of a paragraph parser are a table. The variables defined in ID line patterns, variable
line patterns, and parent line patterns (optional) will be formed as table columns.
Example:

Add Table
Table parser is used to parse table-formatted text, such as NDP table, VRF table, OSPF neighbors, etc. With a table
parser, users can address the line of table headers in the raw text and then leverage the column separator to
adjust the table's column width manually.
Example:
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4.1.5

Add Diagnosis & Status Code

For each variable defined in Configuration and CLI commands, you can specify the diagnosis for these variables. A
common diagnosis can be as simple as: if the variable is not equal to a specific value (the baseline value) and then
creates a diagnosis note. For example, the following diagnosis compares the current HRSP state with the baseline
state value and created an alert if the state changes.
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Status code describes NI execution results (Alert or Success). It has two use scenarios:
•

In the NI pane on the left side of the map, you can quickly browse NIs with the Error status code.

•

Use NI status code for follow-up trigger Email notification and trigger Event Template automation
conditions.

Add a status code if the variable $state is not equal to Active as following:
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Define Diagnosis for Table/Paragraph Variable
A variable can be a single variable such as $state in the previous example or a table (paragraph) variable. For the
Table/Paragraph variable, you can select the Loop Table Rows for the system to loop through each table's row.
Take the OSPF neighbor table as an example. There are seven lines of neighbor information in the CLI result (the
blue rows on the left). The diagnosis execution will determine whether the state contains FULL line by line (7 lines
in total).

Enable Loop Table

Define Diagnosis for Different Variable Types
Different types of variables have various operations such as Equals, not equal to, Contains, etc.
Variable Type

Example

String
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Int / Float

Different Data Source
For each variable defined in diagnosis, you can select its data sources: current (retrieved from the live data),
baseline (the baseline data), and last (the system will retrieve the data twice and compare the current data with
the last data).

The following diagnosis compares the current state with the baseline state.
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The following diagnosis compares the current CRC value with the last CRC value.

Check Device Pair
You can compare the variables from the different devices. The following compares the MTU of two neighbor
devices.

4.1.6

Debug NI

In Debug mode, the NI creator can run an NI step by step and check each step's input and output value.
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Use Debug control pane to view details step-by-step

Step Into to view details

The system executes NI in four levels:
Device (Level 1)
|-- Section (Level 2)
|-- Diagnosis (Level 3)
|-- Condition Detail (Level 4)

Debug control panel provides the following operation control to quickly go to the point you want to debug by
navigating through four levels of an NI:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Previous: goes to the last node.
Next: goes to the next node.
Step Into: goes to the node at the lower level.
Step Over: goes to the next node at the same level.
Step Out: goes to the next node at a higher level.
Stop: stop the debug mode.

The variable value is highlighted in the data sources, and the diagnosis results are displayed at the Diagnosis
Detail pane. The system loops through each row for the table/paragraph variable, and each row of data is
displayed at the Diagnosis Detail pane.

4.2. Adaptive Monitoring Automation
Adaptive Monitoring system leverages the flash probes as monitoring units to detect the data anomaly that
occurred on a single device via SNMP and CLI data polling and advanced anomaly analysis algorithms. As soon as an
anomaly is detected, the system will take immediate action to execute the pre-defined network intents. The results
will provide critical references to the root cause analysis and speed up the troubleshooting process.
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The system can handle massive automation resources by executing device-level automation (triggered by the flash
probe). The system scalability, as a result, will be greatly enhanced. Since the automation is fully executed in the
system back-end, users can create their automation resources and upload them to the back-end system. The
automation results can be viewed across the entire company via the decision tree or the adaptive monitoring data
view.
The highlighted section (in blue frame) in the following diagram shows where the adaptive monitor and triggered
automation fit in the entire convey-belt reference workflow.
•

As an integral part of the adaptive monitoring system, the flash probe captures the transient network
problems and network problems that occur for the first time.

•

4.2.1

Triggered Automation will be executed at the time when a flash probe generates an alert.

Main User Flow

The user flow of the adaptive monitoring consists of the following steps:
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STEPS

USER INTERFACE

1. Define Flash Probe
Define the flash probe to
capture the network
anomalies by periodic
polling:
1) Select the variables
that need to be
monitored.
2) Define alert rules.

2. Install Network
Intent to Flash
Probe
Define the network
intents for specific
troubleshooting
scenarios and specify
which flash probes will
be used for triggered
automation.
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STEPS

USER INTERFACE

3. View Adaptive
Monitoring Results
View the results from
the decision tree and
adaptive monitoring
data view.

4.2.2

Key Components

The adaptive monitoring automaton and pertaining components are depicted in the diagram below:
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•

24 * 7 Monitoring: enabled by either NetBrain SNMP/CLI polling or 3rd party systems via the flash probe.

•

Triggered Automation: scalable Network Intent automation analysis triggered by flash alerts.

•

Interactive Automation: view results and further collaborate in interactive collaboration.

•

Triggered Analysis: triggered by NetBrain flash alert and NI alert, create an incident and further Runbook
analysis.

4.2.2.1 Flash Probe
A Flash probe is used to identify whether a certain network alert is generated, which usually has the following key
characteristics:
•

Single device analysis unit: the flash probe is designed to check the anomaly for a single device based on
its SNMP/CLI data; it cannot check the anomaly across multiple devices.

•

Retrieved and executed in front server: the data retrieved for flash probe analysis is stored and analyzed
in front server. The system will discard any raw data after the analysis completes to make the entire solution
more scalable.

There are three types of flash probes:
•

Primary Probe: Primary flash probes can be polled frequently at the desired frequency. IE v10.0 currently
supports two types of primary flash probes:
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o

Alert-based Flash Probe: this type of flash probe is triggered by the device-generated anomaly.

o

Timer-based Flash Probe: this type of flash probe is triggered by a timer and can be used for
scheduled CLI and NI tasks.

•

Secondary Probe: Secondary flash probes will not be polled periodically like primary probes. Instead, they
can only be triggered by primary probes.

•

External Probe: External probes are used for integration with another monitoring system. As depicted in
the diagram below, once the integration is completed, the alert triggered by 3rd party systems can implicitly
generate external flash probes.

Flash Probe Level
Flash probe can be set at two different levels to capture different types of anomalies:
•

Device Level: use this level if the anomaly is related to specific devices and not related to specific
interfaces. Examples of device level flash probes may include CPU high, device config change, BGP
neighbor flapping, etc.

•

Interface Level: use this level if the anomaly is related to specific interfaces. Examples of interface level
flash probes may include interface flapping, interface error increase, etc.
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Flash probe can be configured at multiple interfaces of the same device. The system will check the selected
interfaces one by one to determine whether an anomaly exists. If an anomaly exists in any of the selected
interfaces, the result of the flash probe will generate an alert and trigger the respective NIs.

Add Variable
When you add parser variables to the target device, the system will use the device type of the target device as the
filter and list only applicable parsers for you to select. Multiple parser variables can be selected for further alert
check.

Alert Definition
Based on the selected variables, the following two types of operators can be used to trigger alerts:
•

Manually define: Select rules manually to define the statement.

•

Golden Baseline: Leverage the golden baseline of the current variable to determine whether the retrieved
value violates the golden baseline for this device. If no static rule is defined for the current parser
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variables, the system will dynamically calculate the golden baseline for the current parser variable based
on the historical value.

Compare with Last Value
To compare the current value of a parser variable with its previously retrieved value, select a parser variable and
use the keyword LastValue as the comparison object.

Monitoring Variable
To optimize the system performance, IE v10.0 allows users to select the parser variables that they deem to be
critical to their intended usage (instead of storing all historical flash probe parser variables). Specific monitoring
variables can be selected so that only the most critical historical data of parser variables will be stored in the
database and later be visualized in the monitoring data view.
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Alert Message
The alert message will be displayed in the decision tree and sent via email for notification purposes. You can type
$ to reference the variables defined in the alert rule statement in the alert message field.

4.2.2.2 Secondary Flash Probes
Most of the functions introduced for the primary flash probes apply to the secondary flash probes except that the
secondary flash probe can only be triggered by the primary flash probe, and it cannot run periodically.
To specify the desired primary flash probe(s) to trigger the secondary flash probe, select one or more primary flash
probes from the Triggered By section in Secondary Flash Probe Details.
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4.2.2.3 Flash Probe Examples

Config Change Flash Probe
Config change flash probe is a built-in flash probe designed to detect the change of device configuration files and
generate alerts accordingly. By default, the polling frequency of the configuration file is set as one day, and the
frequency can be customized to suit different user’s specific needs.

SNMP/CLI Reachable Flash Probe
SNMP/CLI reachable flash probe is used to detect the SNMP/CLI reachability to the current devices.
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4.2.2.4 Timer-based Flash Probe
The timer-based flash probe is used for scheduling tasks. Due to the scalability considerations, the backend design
for triggered automation analysis and schedule NI/CLI analysis are identical. They both use the flash probe as the
trigger for task execution.
•

Timer and alert: used for alert trigger.

•

Timer: used for schedule CLI/Network Intent.

Creating a timer-based flash probe is straightforward. Add a new timer-based flash probe and define the
frequency so the timer-based flash probe can be used for scheduling tasks.

4.2.2.5 API Triggered Flash Automation
The adaptive monitoring system can also be integrated with the 3rd party monitoring systems to trigger drill-down
network intent automation without frequently polling from the live network. API-triggered Flash Automation
relies on APM, Monitoring, and Security Tools. API-triggered Flash Automation relies on the user’s existing APM,
Monitoring, and Security Tools. An alert generated by this tool can trigger the NetBrain system to execute the
corresponding Flash Automations.
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The following examples illustrate how API triggered flash automation can be leveraged in different scenarios to
facilitate the troubleshooting automation:
•

Solarwinds monitoring alerts trigger flash automation for drill-down diagnosis.

•

Splunk dashboard and alert trigger NetBrain to run flash automation when a certain anomaly is detected.

•

Application monitoring tool triggers NetBrain to run flash automation when certain application issues are
detected.

•

Security tools trigger NetBrain flash automation.

The API Triggered Flash Alert results can be viewed in the Decision Tree and Adaptive Monitoring Data View.
You can follow the instructions below to define the triggered automation for external flash probes either before
or after the flash alerts are generated:
•

Define trigger automation after the alerts are generated: Once the alert is generated by 3rd party system,
it will be evaluated by the alert template. The qualified alerts will be stored, and the flash probe used to
trigger flash alerts will also be generated. You can define the triggered automation for the flash probe in
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the External Flash Probe Details as follows.

•

Define trigger automation before the alerts are generated: You can define the flash probe by specifying
the following information so the system will execute the network intent automation when the real alert is
generated for the first time:
o

Name

o

Display Name

o

Level

o

Alert Source

When the real alert streams to the NetBrain system, it will be matched with the following keys while being
evaluated by the alert template:
•

Device Name

•

Flash Probe Name
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•

Alert Source

As soon as the above keys are matched, the corresponding triggered automation will be executed.

Integrate with 3rd Party Tool by Alert Template
To support the integration with the 3rd Party Tool to obtain Alert information, IE v10.0 introduces a new Alert
Template to process the communication with the 3rd Party Tool and perform subsequent analysis of the retrieved
data.
NetBrain System
3rd Party Tool

Flash Alert API

Alert Template
(Python Script)

Event API

Event Template
(Python Script)

Python Script
(NetBrain Provide)

Event/Alert Message

1. The script installed in the 3rd Party Tool is required as it defines how to log in to the NetBrain system and the
necessary header and message information of the alert that will be sent to NetBrain. The header information
must follow the formats below so that the data can be processed successfully.
Field Name

Type

Required

Description

sourceName

String

Yes

Name of the 3rd party tool. E.g., SplunkServer1, SplunkServer2

sourceType

String

Yes

Vendor name of the 3rd party tool. E.g., Solarwinds, Splunk

tenantName

String

Yes

NetBrain Tenant Name

domainName

String

Yes

NetBrain Domain Name

msg

String

Yes

Pre-processed raw data or structured data (from Solarwinds,
Splunk, PRTG)

2. Add an Alert Template from System Automation Task Manager > API Trigger Template Manager to
qualify/parse the received message and call other system functions.
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The Alert Template is used to parse the required information to generate Flash Probe and Flash Alert from
msg, including:
•

Alert Name: As the key to generate and search the Flash Probe in Adaptive Monitoring, the Alert
Name shares the same value with the Flash Probe Name.

•

Device/Interface Info: Device and Interface data retrieved from the Alert/Change Information.

•

Time: The time when the current Alert occurred.

•

Alert Content: The Alert Content will be displayed when the corresponding Decision Tree is activated.

3. The Alert received from the 3rd Party Tool will automatically generate an External Probe, which can be viewed
in Proactive Automation Manager > Adaptive Monitoring > External Probe.
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4. If follow-up automation is defined for External Probe, you can view the detailed information in the Decision
Tree once the alert is received.

4.2.3

View Adaptive Monitoring Results from Map

IE v10.0 introduces Monitoring Data View and Trend Chart to demonstrate the Adaptive Monitoring results:
•

Monitoring Data View – A special Data View demonstrating the results of Flash Probe and the Monitoring
Variable defined in the Adaptive Monitor. You can customize the visual appearance of these results for
each device in the dynamic map.

•

Trend Chart – A diagram displays the historical data of Flash Probe, Monitoring Variable, and the previous
execution results of triggered automation. You can activate the trend chart from either the Decision Tree
or Monitoring Data View.
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A standard user flow of the Monitoring Data View and Trend Chart is:
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STEPS

USER INTERFACE

1. Open Monitoring Data
View Pane
The Monitoring Data View
pane can be activated by
selecting the Monitor tab in
Data View Pane. It displays the
enabled Flash Probes and the
latest Flash Probe results for
each map device. The
monitoring variables of the
Flash Probes will also be
displayed here.
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STEPS

USER INTERFACE

2. Select Flash Probe or
Monitoring Variable to
Display on Map
After selecting a specific Flash
Probe or Monitoring Variable in
the Monitoring Data View
pane, the respective Flash
Probe or Monitoring Variable
will be visualized on the map
with detailed device/interface
information. (Note: The map
time syncs with the browser
time by default.)
3. Open Trend Chart to View
Historical Data
The historical data of the Flash
Probe and Monitoring Variable
will be displayed in the Trend
Chart after clicking the specific
Flash Probe and Monitoring
Variable on the map.
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STEPS

USER INTERFACE

4. Change Map Time for
Monitoring Data View
In Trend Chart, you can select a
historical data point and use its
time as the map time. All the
Flash Probes and Monitoring
Variables will display their
monitoring results according to
the newly defined map time.

4.2.5

Flash Probe/NI Alert Post-Processing

IE v10.0 introduces the function of Harvest Alert to enable the following two types of automation when the alert
or the NI status error code occurs:
•

Send Email Notification: send an Email notification to the specified Email address(es) at the time of the
event so the first response engineer can take immediate action.

•

Trigger Event Template: generate an incident (optional), create a map, and execute a Runbook template
(optional) automatically to capture the time-of-event data and facilitate troubleshooting collaboration.
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4.3. Decision Tree
Decision Tree is a platform to share the network knowledge and visualize the automation flow. It connects the
triggered and interactive automation. The tree can replace the manual playbook and can be executed in parallel
instead of one by one. The troubleshooting knowledge will be represented by various types of automation and be
associated with a specific symptom of the network issue represented by Flash Probe or Hypothesis.

A decision tree has the following key components:
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•
•
•
•
•

4.3.1

Playbook: Classify network design/TS scenarios.
Flash Probe: Executable hypothesis answered by Adaptive Monitoring.
Hypothesis: Static hypothesis answered manually.
Triggered Automation: Network Intent triggered by AM system.
Recommended Automation: Automation executed interactively, which can be Network Intent, Runbook,
and CLI commands.

Build Decision Tree

The Decision Tree edit mode allows a user to define a Decision Tree for a single device or multiple devices.
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STEPS

USER INTERFACE

1. Define Playbook
A Playbook is a container of network
knowledge. Click + Add Playbook to select an
existing Playbook or create a new Playbook
for the current device.

2. Define Network Symptom by Flash
Probe or Hypothesis
Add Flash Probe or Hypothesis as a network
symptom.
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3. Create a Relationship by Associating

Define Triggered Automation:

Automation with Symptom
Associate the symptom with the automation
to build a relationship. The Decision Tree
provides two different types of relationships:
•

Triggered Automation – Network
Intent can be associated with Flash
Probe as triggered automation. It will
be executed in the system backend
when a flash alert is generated by
Flash Probe.

•

Recommended Automation -

Define Recommended Automation:

Network Intent, Runbook Template,
and CLI command can be associated
with Flash Probe or Hypothesis as
recommended automation.
Recommended Automation can be
added into Runbook for interactive
execution.

4. Apply Relationship to Other devices
Use the function of ‘copy relationship to
other devices’ to bulk apply this relationship
to other devices.
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4.3.2

Use Decision Tree to Troubleshoot

When performing a troubleshooting task, you can open the Decision Tree and select the respective playbook to
check the network symptoms and automation. Leveraging the Decision Tree, you can share the key findings with
other team members, thus speed up the troubleshooting process.

The
table below outlines the steps to leverage other engineer’s knowledge and identify the root cause with the
assistance of the Decision Tree:
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STEPS

USER INTERFACE

1. Select Device
Decision Tree can only display relevant data
for one device at a time. You must select a
specific device to view the relevant data.

2. Select Playbook
The playbook contains Flash Probe,
Hypothesis, and automation. Select a
Playbook that is relevant to your specific
troubleshooting scenario.
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3. Check Flash Probes, Triggered
Automation Results, and Executed

The Flash Probe will be displayed with different color codes to
highlight the network parameters in abnormal states.

Automations in Runbook.

The triggered automation will be displayed with different color
codes to differentiate the execution results.
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The recommended automation can be added to Runbook for
interactive execution.

4. Apply Relationship to Other devices
If the Decision Tree is associated with an
incident, the Flag function can be used to
highlight and share the important findings
with other engineers who are working on the
same incident.

4.3.3

View Flash Probe Results

There are three types of Flash Probes: Device Alert Flash Probe, Interface Alert Flash Probe, and Timer Flash
Probe. Decision Tree will demonstrate each type of Flash Probe with unique visual effects.
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Device Alert Flash Probe
The icons of Device Alert Flash Probe use different color codes to indicate various types of results:
•

The red circle indicates a flash alert has been generated.

•

The green circle indicates no flash alert has been generated.

•

The grey circle indicates no automation has been executed.

•

The blue circle indicates automation executed with error(s).

Interface Alert Flash Probe
Identical to Device Alert Flash Probe, the icons of Interface Alert Flash Probe use different color codes to indicate
various types of results:
•

The red circle indicates an interface-generated flash alert.

•

The green circle indicates no interface has generated the flash alert.

•

Grey circle indicates no automation has been executed.

•

The blue circle indicates an interface execution error, and any interface has generated no flash alert.

Timer Flash Probe
The Timer Flash Probe only has one single status; therefore, we don’t use different color codes in the user
interface. In the summary view, the Flash Probe description and execution time will be displayed. All the related
functions are identical to the Device Alert Flash Probe.
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4.3.4

View Triggered Automation Results

Each Flash Probe connects to multiple Triggered Automations via solid lines in the Decision Tree, meaning that the
respective automations will be triggered when the associated Flash Probe generates the respective flash alert.
We use different color codes to differentiate various types of execution results:
•

Rectangle with red left border/ red connecting line indicates NI generates the error status code.

•

Rectangle with green left border/ green connecting line indicates NI does not generate the error status
code.

•

Rectangle with blue left border/ blue connecting line indicates NI has generated no status code.

•

Rectangle with grey left border/ grey connecting line indicates the NI has not been executed.

Clicking a specific triggered automation will bring up a summary view interface presenting rich information about
the specific automation task.
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Detailed information provided by the summary view includes:
•

NI name and the associated device’s name

•

NI status code

•

Device status code

•

Execution time of NI

Some other data regarding triggered automation include:
•

You can view the original CLI commands/Config file outputs by selecting the specific CLI or Config file, then
compare the outputs with the historical data to facilitate root cause analysis.

•

Click Open Network Intent to open the NI detail pane.
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By default, Decision Tree will demonstrate the latest results of Flash Probe and related triggered automation.
Alternatively, the user can also select a historical time point to view the historical results of a Flash Probe and the
related triggered automation.

4.3.4

Execute Recommended Automation

In the Decision Tree, each Flash Probe is connected to the Recommended Automation via a dotted line. IE v10.0
currently supports these types of automation: NI, Runbook template, and CLI command.
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4.3.5

Share Findings

If the Decision Tree is associated with an incident, the flag function can share the troubleshoot findings with other
engineers working on the same incident. The flag can have a color, label, and message.
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5. Smart CLI
Network engineers widely use command-line interface (CLI) tools, like Putty, SecureCRT, etc., to troubleshoot
network issues. IE v10.0 redesigns the Smart CLI function, and integrates the dynamic mapping, executable
runbook, compare and collaboration features around the traditional CLI process, including:
▪

Enable fast CLI login to any device inside a managed domain.

▪

Provide comparing capabilities against baseline data for any live CLI command to identify anomalies
without leaving the CLI interface quickly.

▪

Automate CLI command execution periodically with one click.

▪

Share live findings inside CLI with colleagues through map, runbook, and message, leveraging the incidentbased collaboration feature set.

Using Smart CLI, network engineers can intelligently analyze the CLI output, automatically document the
troubleshooting activities, and effectively collaborate with a team of co-workers. As a result, the mean-time-torepair (MTTR) can be reduced.
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5.1. Main User Flows
A typical way to use Smart CLI is as follows:
1. Search a device within Smart CLI via IP/hostname and connect to the device automatically.

Alternatively, the user can right-click on a device from a NetBrain map and launch Smart CLI access.
2. Issue CLI commands inside the console and compare the live output with historical data.
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3. Automate command execution through runbook.

4. Publish findings inside CLI to incident-based collaboration toolkits, including Map, Runbook, and Message.
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Publish Finding inside Smart CLI

View Finding and Map Note in NetBrain WorkStation
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5.2. Fast Login
5.2.1

Auto Login Between Smart CLI and NetBrain Workstation

IE v10.0 allows users to directly launch Smart CLI without login when working on a map and vice-versa.

Launch Smart CLI Connection from Map
When working on a map, the user can directly launch Smart CLI from the device context menu to connect the
target device. If the device has been connected through Smart CLI by this user, Smart CLI will attempt to connect
the device using its device settings last time. Otherwise, the user needs to initialize a new connection.
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Launch NetBrain Workstation Through Smart CLI
When working with Smart CLI, the user can directly launch NetBrain Workstation without login from the related
context menu to use more features or view more data in IE. For example, search keywords in IE.

5.2.2

Simplified Initialization and Configuration to Connect Devices

Using earlier-version Smart CLI to connect a network device requests to pull a few domain settings from the
NetBrain system, such as Private Device Setting, Shared Device Settings, and Private Network Settings. To simplify
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the configuration flow for device connections, IEv10.0 Smart CLI allows end users to complete the required
configurations in their local clients, leveraging the newly introduced concept of the login template.
Smart CLI is usually installed on the end user's laptop or PC. A single user is very likely to log in from different
locations with different login credentials. For example, the required jumpbox might be different when a user logs
in from home and the office. Besides, the login password to connect devices is often user-specific, which raises the
requirement to specify the password when connecting a specific device.
To adapt to the mobility needs and to simplify the initialization of device connections, IEv10.0 introduces the login
template, which can also be managed and reused for future connections, bringing the benefits as follows:
▪

Use Login Template to Initialize a Quick Connection

▪

Leverage Different Login Template for Different Usages

Login Template stores login credentials and settings for fast device connection. It is user-specific at the domain
level, storing device-neutral login credentials. Each user can create multiple login templates to connect a device
under different circumstances. Once a login template is defined, the user can reuse it for device connection
with one click.
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Login settings are used to initialize a quick connection. It will be used when connecting a device for the first time;
all the credentials will be loaded to the login settings. Changed login template also will load the different login
setting, which is defined in each template.
A user can apply the settings configured in a login template to a group of devices for a quick initialization.
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5.2.3

Create CLI Connections by Searching Devices

A user can directly use IE v10.0 Smart CLI to connect a device discovered in the NetBrain system or connect
through an IP address.

•

Connect Discovered Devices
Enter a device hostname, and Smart CLI will populate the matching devices for you to choose from.
If you cannot find a matching one, you can continue to use the Direct Connection method to have a try.

•

Direct Connection
Enter an IP address and login credentials for a direct connection.

After creating a new connection, the user can manually save it as favorites.
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5.2.4

Manage Jumpbox

IE v10.0 Smart CLI adds an independent Jumpbox Manager to store jumpbox information for device connections
through Smart CLI. Jumpbox Manager is user-sensitive and domain-sensitive, which means the items a user can
view and manage are only those defined by the user under the tenant/domain where the currently connected
device belongs.

5.2.5

Manage Private Keys

IEv10.0 Smart CLI adds an independent Private Key Manager to store private keys for device connections. The
private Key Manager is user-sensitive and domain-sensitive, which means the items a user can view and manage
are only those defined by the user under the tenant/domain where the currently connected device belongs.
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5.3. Compare Command Output with Historical Data
IE v10.0 Smart CLI can compare command outputs with historical data and highlight changes for a user to browse
and perform root cause analysis. The source of historical data for comparison can be either from a local disk or from
the database of the NetBrain system.
Compare command output with the following three steps:
1.

Choose the command to compare, which has been input in Text Window.

2.

Choose the baseline data which you want to compare with. You can select the data in the local/in
server.

3.

•

“In local” means that the data is input in Text Window and saved in the local disk.

•

“In server” means that the data is created and saved in NetBrain Workstation.

Click the Compare button to show the changes. The change summary will be shown following the
Compare button, and all the changes will be highlighted in the Compare window.
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Save Current Command Output to Backend
To reuse the current command output for future comparison as a historical data record or a baseline, users can
save it to the NetBrain system database. Users can also tag the saved data for easy lookup in the future.
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Schedule Command Execution
To regularly retrieve specific network data for future comparison, you can schedule an execution task for that
command in Smart CLI and select a recurring frequency.

5.4. Automate Command Execution through Runbook
IEv10.0 Smart CLI can regularly retrieve specific command outputs from devices by automating specified CLI
commands. A user needs to select a map/runbook when associating the incident, specify devices with
corresponding commands, select the recurring frequency, and run the automation. The NetBrain system will add
an Execute CLI Command node in the runbook, and other users can run/view execution results with command
outputs for further troubleshooting.
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5.5. Associate Incident for Collaborative Troubleshooting
When accessing a device through Smart CLI, network engineers can associate the current connection with an
incident to start a collaboration session and publish the required information for collaborative troubleshooting to
the incident.
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Associate with a New Incident
A new incident can be created in Smart CLI to track a new network issue. Also, users can add possible problem
devices and problem interfaces to the incident. The map that includes the selected devices and selected interfaces
will be created automatically, and a default runbook of the current user will be created automatically. Then the user
can send data to the runbook or draw a note on the map directly.

View Incident Details
As soon as an incident has been associated, users can view the involved devices, maps, runbooks, and new
collaboration messages through Smart CLI.
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From the drop-down menu, all the incident devices will be listed. A user can switch the current device connection
by selecting another incident device if they think that device may have network issues, or a user can click a
map/runbook to redirect to the NetBrain system for further troubleshooting on a map page.

Current Map/Runbook of Incident
By default, the first map and user default runbook will be selected as the current map/runbook, which will be
used in the automation and publish function. The data is always sent to the current map/runbook. A user can
change the current map/runbook using the “Select Map/Runbook” function.
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5.6. Publish Findings to Collaboration Session
With an incident associated, the user can publish device-specific findings to the incident for collaborative
troubleshooting. The content that can be published to an incident include:
▪

Text Message – displayed as a message in the collaboration session and a device note on a map (optional).

▪

Command Output Message – displayed as a particular type of message in the collaboration session.

▪

Session Log File – displayed as an attachment in the collaboration session.

▪

Runbook CLI Node – created for the specified device and command output.

▪

Runbook Free Text Node – created for the specified message. A user can use this type of node to record
the network change process.
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6. Incident-Based Collaboration
IE v10.0 introduces the concept of the incident to represent an overall context of a task, such as the troubleshooting
process of a problem. It provides an integrated platform that organizes all necessary information for a network task
and real-time communication and collaboration platform for all network engineers involved in the troubleshooting.
Incident provides an effective way for multi-user cooperation to solve problems with NetBrain Workstation,
NetBrain Workstation, and incident portal. In addition, the system offers an independent portal page for each
incident. External users without NetBrain seat licenses can access the portal to join the collaboration session by
viewing maps and posting messages when the portal is enabled in the NetBrain system.
An incident can be a ticket, a network task, or a machine event. It contains four key elements: message, map, devices,
and members.

Three main User interfaces (UI) works together to support incident-based collaboration:
•

NetBrain IE: the incident collaboration pane on the right of the map allows users to collaborate and share
their troubleshooting knowledge inside IE.
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•

Incident Portal: the system offers an independent portal page for each incident. Each incident will have a
unique URL once it is created and enabled. External users without NetBrain seat licenses can access a
portal to join the collaboration session.

•

Smart CLI: when working on the Smart CLI, network engineers can associate a device connected with an
incident to start a collaboration session. See Smart CLI for more details.
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6.1. Collaboration Troubleshooting with an Incident
The incident-based troubleshooting process main use flow is following:
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1.

Create an incident from the map. The incident can also be created from Smart CLI, Change Management
Module, or 3rd party tool.

2.

Invite others by entering their usernames or registered email addresses. The invited users will receive a
notification email from the system and join the collaboration session by clicking the portal URL provided in
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the email.

3.

Publish messages and findings.
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4. Enable Incident Portal and Share with Other IT Users
Before inviting external users (without NetBrain seat licenses) to access an incident, you must enable the incident
portal with an access code. Then you can copy the invitation information and share it with external users who may
join the collaboration session by logging in to Incident Portal with the portal URL and access code.
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6.2. Create an Incident
You can create an incident directly from a map.

Incidents can be triggered by API Stub and Event Template.
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The created incident links will be displayed on the API Triggered Tasks page.

Users can select the Auto Create an Incident check box to create a network change task.

All the created incidents can be browsed in Incident Manager.

6.3. Publish Messages and Findings
The incident features a powerful messaging system that allows users to communicate and synchronize their
findings from IE, portal, and SmartCLI in real-time.
•

: Rich text
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•

•

: Mention a device in the current domain with intelligence.

After someone mentions a device, every member can click the device hyperlink to view the detailed
configurations from a specified data source.
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•

: Mention a user in the current domain with intelligence. The mentioned user will receive an email and
NetBrain Workstation notification.

•

: Upload files from the local disk.
The attachments will be saved in Files and organized based on the time and incident ID. Users can also
manage the attachments in the Attachments dialog from the hamburger menu.
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•

: Insert a URL as a link.

•

: Insert a map link.
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•

: Insert a runbook execution result.

For the inserted runbook execution result, clicking the hyperlink will expand the runbook and locate the
result.
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•

Paste image.

Users can publish the findings from the decision tree and Runbook:
•

From Decision Tree: a user can link a decision tree with an incident for triggered automation results. Users
can use flags to document and share the findings with others.

•

From Runbook: users can publish a runbook node or a runbook execution result to an incident for
collaboration. Clicking the link at the lower-left corner of the published message will locate the specific
runbook node.
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6.4. Browse, Search and Manage Incidents
Incident Quick Access pane lists all Incidents with a summary view.
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You can search an Incident via ID or subject in the IE system. The matching incidents are displayed in the search
result pane.

IE system provides Incident Manager to organize, edit and delete incidents. The incidents are categorized into
four types:
•

•

Manual Incident: Users can customize the folder structure.

Triggered Incident: Incidents triggered by API Stub and Event Template are managed in the Triggered
folder. The Triggered folder is a built-in folder, and its subfolders are automatically generated, organized
based on the month-day structure.
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•

Incidents created in Smart CLI.
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•

Incidents from Change Management.

6.5. Incident Portal
Incident Portal is a web portal for an incident. Users can log into the incident portal with an IE account or access
code. External users logging in with access code will be in read-only mode until they are authenticated. The
username in the user profile will be used to document their messages and operations.
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In the incident portal, the user can view the incident (with its map and data view), send messages, modify notes,
and set incident status. The message is synchronized in real-time with other incident members in IE, SmartCLI, and
the portal. The message through the portal has four advanced actions: rich text, mention user, attachment, and
URL link.
Users can select the Allow users to switch Data Views check box in Advanced Settings to allow portal users to see
all data views or only selected data views.

6.6. Microsoft Teams Integration
IE v10.0 incident provides the capability to send all the messages from the NetBrain system to Microsoft Teams
via webhook. NetBrain users are now a part of the collaboration with existing groups in Teams.
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Webhook URL in Teams channel can be used to connect NetBrain Workstation with Teams. With the following
settings, users can get three key elements: name, image, and URL.

Fill in the Channel URL via Webhook field with the URL created from the webhook. After saving the settings, the
messages posted in an incident will be sent to Teams automatically.
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The initial messages will be sent to Teams instantly after completing the settings in an incident containing the
incident’s basic information and the first map thumbnail.
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7. Feature Intent
Network Troubleshooting, which requires enormous knowledge, individual efforts, and team collaborations, could be
demanding and time-consuming. NetBrain’s reference workflow with the new feature, intent-basedautomation, aims to
automate every incident ticket. The automation feature includes triggered automation and interactive automation.
The key components are listed below:
1
2
3
4
5
6

Adaptive monitoring probes
Dynamic Map (Enhanced with DVT)
Triggered runbook execution
Triggered NI execution
Interactive Runbook execution
Interact NI execution

However, building the automation system is not a simple matter with the following challenges:
•

Network Intent is device-based automation for end users. As it is designed purposefully, end userscan easily
utilize it. Also, end users can define it with deep automation analysis logic, which can be applied in any scenario.
But it is difficult to be applied to other devices with similar intents.

•

A better way needs to be found for the entire intent-based automation (adaptive monitoring, decision tree) to
scale to a large network and to keep up with the network change (intent change) in the meantime.

To overcome the challenges, the engineers need to build the intent-based automation device-by-device and intent-byintent. It is difficult to build intent-based automation for a large network with complex technologies.
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Feature Intent Template (FIT) is aiming to resolve the problems mentioned above with the following keycharacteristics:
•
•
•

Decode network features using line patterns for accurate device feature match.
Scale intent-based automation to the entire network with the device matched.
Maintain the intent by executing Feature Intent Template periodically.

Feature Intent Template defined inside YAML-Format Feature Intent Definition File (FID file) is a set of automation
technology to define NetBrain automation across the entire network.

With the configuration line pattern, various network technologies can be decoded from device configuration files.
Furthermore, the targeted device can be matched, and the key parameters can be stored in the line pattern for future
use. This will help identify across the entire network running certain network technologies (BGP, QOS, Multicasting,
etc.) and create the related automation resources in the system(Network Intent for BGP design, Flash Probe for BGP
flapping check, etc.).
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The main purpose of FIT is to decode network features and build/install automationsacross the entire network to
support the reference workflow.
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7.1.

FIT Main Execution Flow

The following diagram illustrates how FIT works in your environment and supports your network with multiple network
devices with their corresponding configuration files. NetBrain creates a data model, and part of the data is stored via
GDR properties.

FIT includes two parts:
1. Feature Intent Definition: defines how device configurations should match the defined line patterns. Devices,
along with their configs and GDRs, will be evaluated by the feature intent definition.
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2. Automation Definition: defines what automation assets need to be created/installed based on the
matched feature intent, including network intent, flash probe, triggered automation, etc.
A network including multiple devices will match devices with the network feature specified within the FIT, and a set of
automation assets will be created accordingly.

7.2.

Feature Decode via YAML File

Network Troubleshooting requires a deep understanding of different network technologies such as HSRP, QoS, and
BGP, configured on each device. Based on different network features, the knowledge and automation for further
troubleshooting may vary. To automate the automation assets required for troubleshooting, the key is to understand
network features.
By looking into the configuration files of devices, we use the line pattern concept to find the matched device for a
specific feature. One simple example is to look for whether BGP routing protocol is configured on Cisco IOS device by
searching for the following config lines:
router bgp 2
neighbor 10.10.10.10 remote-as 1

Each of the lines contains two types of words, network keyword and variable. If we take the first line as an
example, router and bgp are network keywords, while 2 is a variable. Since different routers may configure different
routing processes, we need to combine the keyword with the variable to search for whether BGP is configured for
specific devices. Combining keywords and variables into a single line has created a unique line pattern that serves as the
feature decode unit. The variable is represented by $<variable type>:<variable name>, so the line pattern that
could be used to find the above configuration file lines are:
router bgp $num:bgp_as
neighbor $ip:neighbor_ip remote-as $num:remote_as_number

Since the BGP number here is an integer, we need to define the variable type as a number (integer or float),abbreviated
as num. The IP address is a built-in variable type in NetBrain, so you can use it to represent the IP address. The remoteas number can be defined as num as well.

Must-have Line and Optional Line
The configuration for a specific network technology varies. To use the line pattern to find the maximum number of
matches for a specific feature, you can leverage the must-have line and optional line concept to tag your line pattern.
Take the following configuration file snippet as an example:
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Interface GigabitEthernet0/21
description HSRP-GROUP
no switchport
ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 secondary
ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
standby 1 ip 192.168.1.100
standby 1 priority 150

To find the device with the HSRP configured and match as many config lets as possible, we need to define the following
lines as must-have lines:
interface GigabitEthernet0/21
ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
standby 1 ip 192.168.1.100

The above must-have lines are the key line patterns that determine whether the device has the HSRP configured. You
may or may not have the priority field configured by the standby group. Therefore, you can configure the following line
as an optional line.
standby 1 priority 150

To specify whether a line is a must-have or optional, you can use the M or O as a flap ahead of the line patterns.Putting
them together, you have the following line pattern to match devices.
M: interface $str:intf
M: ip address $ip:ip_address $ip:ip_mask
M: standby $int:standby_group ip $ip:standby_ip
O: standby $int:standby_group2 priority $int:standby_value

The configuration must match the line pattern definition sequentially to be identified as a match. If one line does not
match the defined line pattern, it will not be considered a match. The following modified configlet is not a match for the
defined line pattern as the lines cannot match the exact order.
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Interface GigabitEthernet0/21
standby 1 ip 192.168.1.100
ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0

Organizing Line Pattern into Different Groups
With the exact line pattern match rule by order, you need to find repetitive lines for a line pattern to find all matched
lines. To support grouping several lines into a unique matching unit, use the group concept to better match device config
files. The previously defined line pattern can be recognized as a single group, and we can give it a simple group name
group1 to indicate its uniqueness:
Group1:
M: interface $str:intf
M: ip address $ip:ip_address $ip:ip_mask
M: standby $int:standby_group ip $ip:standby_ip
O: standby $int:standby_group2 priority $int:standby_value

By grouping these line patterns, all interfaces with HRSP configured will be identified and extracted.
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Another use case is to divide your line patterns into different groups so each group can be used as a unit to match
separately. For example, you want to find OSPF configuration files for Cisco devices that contain interfaces with OSPF
configured. The line pattern will look like below:
Group1:
interface GigabitEthernet2/1
ip address $ip:ip1 $ip:ip2
ip ospf authentication-key 7 011208034E18
ip ospf network point-to-point
router ospf 1
router-id $str:router_id
passive-interface default
no passive-interface GigabitEthernet2/1
network 10.41.1.64 0.0.0.1 area 0
network 10.41.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 0
maximum-paths 2

If you put all these lines into a single group, NetBrain will search through the configuration lines for a match. Therefore,
a configuration file that may include multiple OSPF interfaces configured may only be matched once.
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To support this case, you can use the group logic to divide the line pattern into different OSPF groups as below:
Group1:
interface GigabitEthernet2/1
ip address $ip:ip1 $ip:ip2
ip ospf authentication-key 7 011208034E18
ip ospf network point-to-point
Group2:
router ospf 1
router-id $str:router_id passive-interface default
no passive-interface GigabitEthernet2/1network 10.41.1.64 0.0.0.1 area 0
network 10.41.2.0 0.0.0.255 area 0
maximum-paths 2

By dividing the line patterns into two different groups, NetBrain will search for the exact match for each group separately,
so a configuration file that includes multiple interfaces can match the group1 definition and the global OSPF
configuration.

Repetitive Matching
You will often see repetitive lines within a configuration file, such as ACL configuration for Cisco devices. Since it is
impossible to define the exact line patterns for the repetitive contents, we need to use one single line pattern to match all
repetitive contents. For example,

You have one ACL configured with multiple statements. To match all ACLs, you use the following line pattern to match
all the contents listed:
access-list $num:acl_id permit $ip:ip_addr
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Fuzzy Matching
There are two types of line pattern matching methods: exact match and fuzzy match. The exact match requires all
defined keywords and variables within a line pattern need to be precisely matched. Fuzzy matching means the line
pattern only requires the first part of a real config line to be matched.
With fuzzy matching, you can use a universal line pattern to match two or more different configuration lines. For
example, we have the line pattern ip address $ip:ip1 $ip:ip2 to match the following config line:
ip address 10.10.10.10 255.255.255.0 secondary

If you want the linepattern to match precisely and don’t want to use fuzzy matching, you can modify the matching rule
to exact matching. To mark a line pattern as exact matching, you can mark the line pattern with the “E” flag at the
beginning of the line:
E: ip address $ip:ip1 $ip:ip2

If the line needs to be marked as an optional line for exact matching, you mark it as the optional line and then assign
exact matching. An example is shown below:
OE: ip address $ip:ip1 $ip:ip2

7.3. Create Default Network Intent
Network Intent is device-based automation, allowing you to define the baseline status from the configuration files and
CLI commands and the diagnosis to check if the status is violated. A Network intent that only includes the basic
configlets and CLI commands without diagnosis is the default Network Intent.
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The decoded configurations are displayed in the network pane and the network intent detail pane for a user to
understand the network design.

7.3.1

Sub Feature Intent

Feature Intent stands for all the configuration lines matched for line patterns. However, if Feature Intent matches many
repetitive patterns, you may divide the Feature Intent into Sub Feature Intent for further network intent creation. For
example,
patterns: group1: |M: interface $str:intfName1
M: ip address $ip:ip1 $ip:mask1
M: standby $str:standbyName1 ip $ip:ip2
O: standby $str:standbyName2 priority $str:priority
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The above pattern is created for HSRP feature match to match devices with HSRP configured on its interfaces. Still, one
interface may have multiple HSRP groups configured, each with its IP address and priority. The following example shows
a configuration file with two HSRP groups configured on a single interface, and we need to split the groups into two
different network intents:

interface
GigabitEthernet0/21
description HSRP-GROUP

no switchport
ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 secondary
ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
udld port aggressive standby 1 ip 192.168.1.100
standby 1 prority 150
standby 1 preempt
standby 2 ip 192.168.2.100
standby 2 preempt
!

To divide different HSRP group into different sub Feature Intent and further create network intent based on certain
HSRP group, we can divide the feature intent into SubFIs via the Split Keys, for example,
split_keys: # variable signature concept, optional
group1: [$intfName1, $standbyName1]

By defining the split_keys, assuming we only have this interface with the HSRP configured, the subFIs we get from
the results is:
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SubFI

Content

First SubFI

Second SubFI

interface GigabitEthernet0/21
ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 secondary
ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
standby 1 ip 192.168.1.100
standby 1 priority 150
standby 1 preempt
interface GigabitEthernet0/21
ip address 192.168.2.1 255.255.255.0 secondary
ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0
standby 2 ip 192.168.2.100
standby 2 preempt

7.3.2. Generate FI Group for Multiple Devices

Once we have generated the FI and SubFIs for multiple devices, we’ll need to group them together to generate an FI
group. FI group contains a couple of devices with network relationships. A few samples are provided as below:
•
•

HSRP pair, which includes the active device and the standby device.
ASA cluster, which includes two ASA devices.

FI group can be recognized automatically to divide devices into different clusters based on the network feature, and it is
the equivalence of network intent.
To generate FI groups across multiple devices, we must find unique characteristics for these devices. From anetworking
perspective, it can be easily explained by:
•
•

HSRP pair of devices share the same virtual IP address, and the primary device/secondary devices arewithin
the same subnet.
Devices within an ASA cluster share the same IP address.

The unique characteristics of each device to generate FI group are denoted with the “eigen” variables, identified with
the following statements:
eigen_variables:
- name: crossRelationKey
expression: expression: Combine($standbyName1, Str(IP($ip1, $mask1)))
- name: site
expression: $device.GetSiteName()
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There are different ways to define the Eigen variable expression:
1
2

3

SubFI variable: Use the SubFI variable directly if you want to use the SubFI variable extracted for the Eigen
variable.
Function calls: If you want to group several SubFI variables, you can use the function call to merge several
SubFI variables into a new variable. In the above case, we use the combine() function to combine several
variables into a new one.
NetBrain’s GDR properties: NetBrain’s built-in properties can be used in the Eigen variable for verification
purposes.

You can use one or more eigen variables for device clustering. One of the key eigen variables can be for cross-device
grouping and the others for complementary verification. The Eigen variable for cross device grouping isdenoted with
the cross_relation section:
cross_relation:
group_by: $crossRelationKey
qualification: $site!=null
group_type: ExactMatch

By using the cross relation key, we are grouping the SubFIs into the FI group. The system will use the group_by field
to identify SubFIs with the same eigen variables and group them.
The last one group_type define the method to group devices into the same FI group, and there are two types involved:
4
5

ExactMatch: This is the default type, and the Eigen variable in this field needs to be precisely the same so that
SubFIs can be grouped into a single FI group.
Contain: there are cases that you may want to group subFIs if the Eigen variable contains the same eigen
variable value.
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7.3.3.

Generate Default Network Intent

After creating the SubFIs and the FI groups based on eigen variables, we can convert the FI groups into the default
Network Intents. We can create a feature intent template for HRSP as follow:

There is some basic information to be modified based on our feature intent template function.
•
•
•

Name: the name of this YAML file; you can modify this file, and the name on the folder tree will bemodified
accordingly.
Description: define the description for this YAML file.
Tags: specify the network technology in the YAML file. The settings here will also be inherited once wehave the
network intent creating this feature intent template.

Use the Validate YAML function to validate the YAML syntax. You can also use the Test Device Config Match to view the
matched feature intent.
Once the YAML file is properly defined and the testing results match our expectations, we can execute this feature
intent template across several devices.
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You will be able to view all the automation resources generated by this feature intent template.

Defining CLI Command in YAML File
You can also define the show commands for feature verification. And the CLI command will be passed on to the network
intent CLI command when the default network intent is created based on the feature intent. To define the CLI
command section, simply put the CLI commands in it.
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match_rules:
patterns:
group1: |#ss
M: interface $str:intfName1
M: ip address $ip:ip1 $ip:mask1
M: standby $str:standbyName1 ip $ip:ip2
M: standby $str:standbyName2 priority $str:priority
commands:
- show standby
- show standby brief
- show standby interface {$intfName1}
- show standby interface {$intfName1} {$standbyName1}

Only general CLI commands without parameters or the CLI commands with the parameters referenced from the line
patterns. In the above example can be used here.

7.4. Create Network Intent Using NI Template
Network intent is device-based automation. You can define an NI template for many devices with similar network technology
and use FIT to create the network Intent with the diagnosis. An NI template is defined from the edit mode of a network
intent.
There are two types of device matching rules:
•
•

Exact device count match: the device count of the newly created network intents exactly matches the device
count of the existing network intent when the automation analysis logic is applied.
Adjustable device count match: the device count of newly created network intents can differ from what is
defined within the network intent template.

One example of an Exact device count match is HSRP. HSRP requires a pair of devices, the active device and the standby
device. In the diagnosis of the network intent, you may define different logic depending on whether it is an active device
or a standby device.
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To use this network intent as a template to duplicate the network intent automation logic to other devices, you need to
ensure that the device count in the new network intent is the same.

IPSec VPN is an example of an Adjustable device count match. The network intent may consist of several devices. You
can define the universal checking logic for all devices.
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The first step is to define the variables of Network Intent to be replaced. The replaced parameters are the
following:
•

Device Parameter: replace the device with the new name. The variable for devices is pre-defined, and you
can modify the variable name.

•

CLI Command Parameter: if you use the CLI commands targeted for certain configs related to the current
device, you will need to make that part a variable. The value can be replaced with a new value for the new
device. The followings are two examples:
o

Interface Name: In the network intent template, we need to check the interface status for WAN
interfaces connected to the Internet, so we use the show interface S0/1 command to achieve this,
where the WAN interface name is S0/1. For new devices, the interface name may be different,
and you need to make the specific interface name a variable so it can be replaced with a new
value.

o

VLAN ID: In the network intent template, we use the show interface id 10 to check the status of
VLAN 10. But for a new device, the VLAN id can be different, and we need to make it a variable so
it can be replaced with a new value.

After defining the template variables, this Network Intent can be used as a template to generate new network
intents. If you want to share it with others, you can export the network intent. With the Network Intent Template
Parameters defined, we can further define the logic to map the feature intent template's variable in the FIT YAMA
file:
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Now you can execute the FIT to create new NIs.
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7.5. Building Other Intent-based Automation via FIT
Besides NI, FIT can create other automation components, such as the Flash Probe and Data View Template (DVT).
Creating a flash probe via FIT is straightforward. You define the fields within the YAML file by following the UI. Unlike
network intent that requires the template to create new network intents, you can use all available fields in the UI to
create a flash probe from scratch. The following FIT example creates a flash probe to check the CPU status of the device:
•
•
•
•

Use show processes CPU to retrieve the CPU status for Cisco IOS devices
Primary flash probe that retrieves CLI command from live network every 30 minutes
Alert will be raised if the CPU usage is greater than 90%
CPU usage will be set to monitor variables so the historical data can be tracked.
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flash_probes:
- name: overall_monitor_cpu_usage_check[Cisco
IOS]description: "this is device CPU flash
probe" target_type: Device
qualification: |$device.subTypeName

== "Cisco Router" && $device.subTypeName

== "Cisco IOS Switch"

onflict_mode: Skip
type: Primary
trigger_type: AlertBased
alert_source: ""
frequency_multiple: 0.5
frequency_interval: 1
variable_defines:
- parser: "Built-in Files/Network Vendors/Cisco/Cisco IOS/show processes cpu [Cisco

IOS]"
parameters: {}
variables:
- name: five_min_cpu_usage
alias: five_min_cpu_usage
monitor:
display_name: five_min_cpu_usage
unit: "%"
rule:
verify_table: false
conditions:
- operand1: $five_min_cpu_usage
operator: GTE
operand2: 90
boolean_expression: A
alert_message: "CPU Is HIGH $five_min_cpu_usage ..... "
enable: true
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8. Visual Parser
Visual Parser uses the NetBrain-specific grammar to turn device CLI command output or configuration file text into
programable variables and enable “What you see is what you can program” without coding. It enables a network
engineer to parse the configuration file and CLI command output for most automation problem resolutions and
achieve no-code automation done by every network engineer.

8.1. Visual Parser GUI and Definition Flow
The graphic user interface of the visual parser editor consists of 6 areas. Take the definition of paragraph parser,
for example:

The general flow of visual parser definition is as follows:
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1
2

3
4
5
6

Define parser qualification in Area1.
Select a data source and retrieve sample text from command output or device configuration in Area2.
The retrieved sample text of command output of device configuration displayed in Area3
Select a parser group to add and select the input box of the target line in Area4.
Select a line of text where the target variable resides in Area3 and click the arrow ( ) to duplicate it to
the selected line in Area5.
Edit line patterns to define variables in Area5 and preview the parsed result in Area6.

8.2. Types of Parser Groups
The system allows users to define the following four types of parser groups. For each parser group, a set of parser
rules work together to define how variables are extracted from raw text. With valid rules, the output of the parser
will be highlighted instantly inside the input text.
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Text
Match specified lines of text.

Simple Variables
Parse a single-value variable (such as version number, etc.) by anchoring keywords before and after the variable.
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Paragraph
Parse variables in recurring paragraphs (such as collisions and CRC errors for interfaces, etc.) by anchoring
paragraph identifier (ID) lines.

Table
Parse table-formatted text, such as NDP table, VRF table, etc.
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8.3. Declare Variable
Variable is the most fundamental element of the visual parser, which is the visual parser aiming to parse.
The following table lists the available data types of parser variables and their formats.
General Format: $variable_type:variable_name.
Variable Type Description

Variable Format

String

Match any single word.

$string:var1 or
$var1

Multi-string

Match one or multiple words.

$mstring:var2

Integer

Match any whole number.

$int:var3

Float/Double Match any double-precision IEEE 64-bit (8-byte) floating-point
number.
Boolean

$float:var4 or $double:var4

A variable with possible value options including “true,” “false,” 1 or 0. $bool:var5

Enumeration Match one of the listed options of a variable.

$var6(value1|value2)

Dummy

$type:_dummy

A placeholder for uninterested variables that will not be parsed.

8.4. Basic Parser Rules for Parser Group
The parser group consists of one or many of the following four types of parser rules.
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This is an example of a basic parser with four parser rules:

8.4.1 Single-Line Rule
Single-line rule (line pattern) represents a type of expression serving to parse variables that reside in one or multiple
lines of text. The system adopts line-pattern-matching syntax to apply the given line patterns to identify and parse
variables.
There are five types of line pattern in the system, and each has its syntax:
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Simple Line Pattern
A simple line pattern is the most widely used line pattern to parse variables in one line.
The following table introduces sample pairs of raw text and simple line patterns for each variable type.
Pattern

Variable

Sample of Raw Text

Sample of Line Pattern

Version 12.2(53)SE2, RELEASE SOFTWARE

Version $version, RELEASE SOFTWARE

Type

Simple
Line
Pattern

String

Multi-string R1 uptime is 51 weeks, 4 days, 23 hours, 3

uptime is $mstring:uptime

minutes

Integer

MTU 1500 bytes

MTU $int:mtu bytes

Float/Double Next hello sent in 1.824 secs
Boolean

single-connect=false

Next hello sent in $float:hello_time secs
single-connect=$bool:single_conn

Enumeration ▪ Auto-duplex, Auto-speed

$duplex(Full-duplex|Half-duplex|Auto-duplex)

▪ Full-duplex, 100Mb/s, 100BaseTX/FX
▪ Haft-duplex, 100Mb/s, 100BaseTX/FX

Dummy

0 input errors, 0 CRC, 0 frame, 0 overrun

$int:_dummy input errors, $int:crc CRC,
$int:_dummy frame, $int:overrun overrun

The following two characters can be used in a simple line pattern to match the start/end of a string or a line.
Character Description

Sample of Line Pattern

^

Match the start of a line.

^$intf is $mstring:state, line protocol is $status

$

Match the end of a line.

Neighbor priority is $priority, State is $state, $int:changes state changes$

Match Lines by Variable
The system provides a pattern of matching lines by variable (LinesByVariable) to parse multiple lines of raw CLI text
for specified variables. It follows the following detailed rules:
•
•

Using a comma (,) to separate var1 and var2 only returns the lines where the variables reside.
Using a hyphen (-) to connect var1 and var2 returns the consecutive lines from the line of var1 to var2.
If the end line is not specified in the pattern, e.g., “LinesByVariable[$var]:$var1-“, it will return the rest
of the paragraph.
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Format

Sample of Raw Text

Sample of LinesByVariable

▪ LinesByVariable[$var]: $v
ar1, $var2
▪ LinesByVariable[$var]: $v
ar1-$var2
▪ LinesByVariable[$var]: $v
ar1-$var2, $var3

Match Lines by Keyword
The system provides a pattern of matching lines by keyword (LinesByKeyword) to parse multiple lines of raw CLI
text for a specified keyword. It follows the following detailed rules:
•
•

Return all matched lines between the start/end line of simple variables group or sub-paragraphs of
paragraph group.
Support simple line pattern including ^ and $.

Format

Sample of Raw Text

Sample of LinesByKeyword

▪ LinesByKeyword[$var]: simp
le line pattern

Select Variable
The system provides an option (SelectVariable) to parse the values of specified variables in order of appearance. It
follows the following detailed rules:
•

Use a comma (,) to separate two or more variables, the value of which will be used as the parsed result
depends on the display order and its availability. For example, if the value of the first variable is not
null, it will be used as the parsed result; otherwise, the value of the second variable will be parsed, and
so on.
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•

Only the variables that have been defined in the previous line patterns can be used in this pattern. The
variables defined in the pattern of matching lines by keyword (LinesByKeyword) and matching lines by
variable (LinesByVariable) are allowed.

Format

Sample of Raw Text

Sample of SelectVariable

SelectVariable[$var]: $var1,
$var2

Regex Pattern
The system provides a specific regex pattern by using regular expressions (regex for short). Starting with a specific
keyword: regex or mregex, the regex pattern declares all the required variables (separated by a comma) in a pair
of square brackets, followed by a colon (:) and regex that can parse text lines. Each parenthesis in a regex
represents a capturing group to group listed characters to form a sub-pattern. Their matched values will be
assigned to each variable defined inside the pair of square brackets by sequence.
Users can use the following two types of regex patterns to define a visual parser.
Pattern

Description

Format

Regex for A regular expression regex[$type1:var1,
$type2:var2]:regex expression
a Single to parse strings in
Line
one line.

Regex for A regular expression mregex[$var1]:regex
expression
Multiple to parse strings
Lines
crossing lines.

Sample of Raw Text

Sample of Regex

3.255.255.12 em2.0
2.2.2.2:0 12

regex[$nbr_addr,$intf,$label_space_i
d,$int:hold_time]:^(\d+\.\d+\.\d+\.\d+
)\s+(\S+)\s+(\S+)\s+(\d+)

192.168.1.1
12

em1.0 2.2.2.2:0

172.16.8.12
12

em3.0 2.2.2.2:0

Multicast reserved groups
mregex[$multicast]:Multicast
joined: 224.0.0.1 224.0.0.2 reserved groups joined: (.*?)Directed
224.0.0.13 224.0.0.22
Directed broadcast forwarding
is disabled
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8.4.2 Add Start/End Line to Narrow Down Text Range
Setting a start line, or end line, or both helps narrow down the range of lines of text to apply a parser and get more
accurate results. When there is no start/end line configured in a parser, the matching scope includes the full-text
range.
There are two ways of using a start line or end line:
•

Option1: Select the target line of text in the Sample area, and click the arrow ( ) to duplicate it in the Start
Line field.

For example, Table A and B. Without a start line, the table parser always parses Table A using the default top-down
sequence. To parse Table B instead, users need to add a start line as follows. The line of text that matches the
defined start line is highlighted and marked as Start Line.

•

Option2: Select one of the variables that have been defined from the Start Line dropdown to set the line
where the variable resides as the start line. The variables that can be referenced in the dropdown may
include:
o
o

the variables pre-defined in an ahead keyword parser.
The built-in variables for the last row and first row of a table variable in an ahead table parser,
e.g., $Table1.FirstRow, and $Table2.LastRow.

For example, the following raw text contains two tables of the same format, Table A and B. Users can define a
table parser AS_1 to parse Table A, and define a table parser AS_2 to parse Table B. Without a start line, the table
parser AS_2 always parses Table A by using the default top-down sequence. Selecting $AS_1.lastRow in the Start
Line field indicates the last row of Table A will be used as the start line of table parser AS_2.
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8.4.3 Text Replacement
Text replacement is a flexible way to automate text pre-processing before it can be parsed as expected. When
users want to search and replace any string in the raw text, they can define a text replacement.
Text replacement can be defined in two levels:
•
•

Global level: search and replace a string in the whole range of sample text.
Parser level: search and replace a string in the given range of text that a specific parser’s definition
matches.
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When defining a text replacement, users can add multiple replacements logics. Each replacement logic contains
two objects:
•

•

Find What - the text users are searching for in the given range.
o Match Whole Word: once enabled, searches will only match if the result is a whole word, e.g., a
search for “FastEthernet” will not return “FastEthernet1/2”.
o Match Case: once enabled, search terms are case-sensitive, e.g., a search for “ethernet” will not
return “Ethernet”.
o Regular Expression: once enabled, search terms will use the regular expression engine to find
complex patterns in the text; otherwise, search terms will be interpreted literally.
Replace With - the text that will replace what is matched.
o Replace All Matches: replace all matches in the text scope.
o Replace First Only: replace the first match only.

Use Cases of Text Replacement
•

•

Form a Table Header Line
When a device command output looks very similar to a standard table format but only misses a table
header line, users can define text replacement to replace the line of text ahead of the table data with a
customized table header line. This twist allows users to continue to define a table parser to parse the
table data.
Fill Up Table Headers
When one or more table headers are missing in the sample text, using a table parser directly will lose the
data of those columns
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•

•

Rename Duplicate Table Header
When there are two table headers with a duplicate name, the latter one cannot be parsed. The
workaround is to rename table headers so that each header can have a unique name. This can be done
by replacing the line of table headers with a new one
Adjust table column width
Sometimes the table headers are not aligned with data cells and cannot be parsed by a table parser. For
example, the alignment gap between table headers and cells causes an incorrect parsed result.

8.4.4 Identifier (ID) Line
Identifier (ID) Line is used as the key to identify recurring paragraphs. For those same variables that reside in
recurring paragraphs, you can use ID Line Pattern to divide lines of text into segmented paragraphs first, and then
use Variable Line Pattern to define more variables.
The default and mandatory ID Line is labeled as ID Line Pattern A, which divides lines of text into paragraphs. As
shown below, the line of text that matches ID Line A’s line pattern is highlighted in each paragraph and labeled
with numberings. The parsed values of variables are differentiated with the foreground color. When you click on a
variable’s value in the parsed result, the value text will be highlighted in the sample text.

Beyond the ID Line Pattern A, you have options to add more ID Line Patterns B~Z as filters to filter out unqualified
paragraphs.
For example, the ID Line Pattern A of the following paragraph parser uses interface name as the identifier to
separate paragraphs, and the ID Line Pattern B further defines the condition that only the paragraphs for those
interfaces, of which the MTU’s value is 1500 bytes, will be used for parsing. The lines of text that match the line
pattern of ID Line B~Z are also highlighted and marked with labels. The labels for ID Line B~Z do not contain
numbering because their numbering keeps the same as the paragraph numbering of ID Line A.
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8.4.5 Variable Line
Using Variable Line Pattern in a paragraph parser is to parse variables inside each recurring paragraph that has
been identified by ID Line Pattern.
For example, to parse metrics like input errors, CRC errors, etc., for each interface of which the MTU’s value is
1500 bytes, you can define “$int:input_err input errors, $int:crc CRC, $int:frame frame, $int:overrun overrun” as
the Variable Line Pattern.

As shown above, the line of text that matches the variable line pattern is highlighted and labeled with
numberings. For example, “Var Line 1” refers to the Variable Line Pattern 1. Variables are also differentiated with
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a foreground color.

8.4.6 Parent Line
Parent Line is an optional line pattern that can be added in a paragraph parser to parse parent instance variables
for paragraphs that have been identified by ID Line Pattern. Inside each paragraph, the system looks for text lines
that match the defined parent line pattern, upward from the line of ID Line A. If there are variables defined in the
parent line pattern, the system parses and uses them as table columns.
For example, the output of the show ospf neighbor detail command from a Cisco XR device has nested
paragraphs for OSPF neighbors belonging to each OSPF process, and the process ID is a key variable that needs to
be parsed.

To support such cases, set a parent line as follows:
1
2
3

In the variable definition area, click Add Parent Line.
Select the target line of text in the Sample area, and click the arrow to duplicate it in the Parent Line field.
Define the variable of OSPF process ID by replacing “OSPF1” with $process_id.
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8.5. Visual Parser Definition
8.5.1 Define a Simple Variable Parser
Keyword parser is used to parse a single-value variable (such as version number, etc.) by anchoring keywords
before and after the variable. Each Variable Line Pattern in a keyword parser can be used to parse a variable
within the full-text range or parse multiple variables in one line of text.
When to use: Certain variables need a programable check.

Take the parsing of the version number, for example:
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8.5.2 Define a Paragraph Parser
A paragraph parser is used to extract the essential data in recurring lines of text and place it into a tabular shape.
When to use: Convert variables across multiple sections of the raw text into a table data structure, so diagnosis
against each row can be exacted.
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To define a paragraph variable, three steps are needed:
1

Define one or more ID Line Patterns, which is used as the key to identify recurring paragraphs. The
default and mandatory ID Line Pattern is labeled as ID Line A, which divides lines of text into paragraphs.
And users have options to add more ID Line Patterns (B, C, D…) as filters to filter out unqualified
paragraphs.

2

Define 0~N Variable Line Patterns to parse variables inside each recurring paragraph that has been
identified by ID Line Pattern.

3

Optional: Define Parent Line Pattern to parse parent instance variables.
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The parsed result of a paragraph parser is in a tabular shape. The variables defined in ID line patterns, variable line
patterns, and parent line patterns (optional) will be formed as table columns.
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Take the parsing of interface paragraphs, for example:

8.5.3 Define a Table Parser
Table parser is used to parse table-formatted text, such as NDP table, VRF table, OSPF neighbors, etc. With a table
parser, users can address the line of table headers in the raw text and then leverage the column separator to
adjust the table width manually.
When to use: Form table-style text into a table data structure.
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Take the parsing of the VRF table, for example:

8.5.4 Define a Text Parser
Text Parser is used to match specified lines of text. For example, to verify and make sure certain configuration or
CLI command output keeps no change in the future, users can define a text parser to parse specified lines of text
and compare live data with baseline.
When to use: Use a portion of config file or CLI command outputs to validate network design and check change.
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Take the parsing of the configuration file, for example:
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9. Auto Upgrade Enhancements
In version 8.0, the platform resources (such as Driver, Plugin, Runbook, and Data View Template) can be auto
updated via Knowledge Cloud (KC). In 10.0, we expand KC to manage both the framework components and the
platform resources and allow NetBrain Workstation to upgrade a patch or minor release containing both platform
and framework components. The user can set up a schedule for the software upgrade. The system also provides
auto test capabilities to verify the essential functions, such as retrieving the live data and application path. The
auto test can be performed either before or after the upgrade.
There are two types of resources: common resources applicable to all customers and stored in Common Repo of
KC, and unique resources only for one customer and stored in Customer Repos of KC. When the NetBrain
Workstation has Internet access, a notification will be sent to the system admin(s) via email to set up a schedule
for the system to update these common resources automatically. For those NetBrain Workstations that cannot
access the Internet, the customer can import all common resources from a file exported from KC monthly. With
the KC NetBrain platform, the service team can solve customer issues and improve the software without a new
release.

There are two types of components in the NetBrain Workstation: the framework components created by the
compiled programming languages such as C++, C#, and Java, and the platform resources created by the script
languages, such as Python. Updating the framework components often requires restarting the services and even
the system, while the platform resources can be replaced without restarting any service.
In 8.0, only the platform resources can be managed and auto updated via KC. Any software patch requiring the
update of framework components must be manually applied.
A natural approach is to have KC manage both the framework components and the platform resources and allow
NetBrain Workstation to auto upgrade a patch or minor release containing both components. Besides replacing
the files, the auto upgrade process may restart services, execute the database upgrading, check the system health
and roll back the release if the update fails.
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Due to security enhancement triggered by the software supply chain attack of SolarWind, there is no connection
between KC and NetBrain Workstation in 10.0. So no software is downloaded automatically in v10.0. Instead, the
NetBrain Workstation administrator must download the software update package from the NetBrain Customer
Portal and upload the package into the system.

Use Case
There are two typical use cases for auto update:
On-Demand Patch
When a blocker or critical case occurs in a customer’s NetBrain Workstation, an urgent patch must be applied. In
this use case, a patch is released in KC and published to only this customer. The customer is notified that a release
is ready. Then he logins to the NetBrain Workstation, reviews the release note, downloads the setup package
from NetBrain Portal, imports the package, and applies the patch.
Minor Release
A minor release (also called the common release or milestone release) is created in the common repo regularly
(monthly, for example) and published to all customers. The release will not be automatically applied. Instead, the
NetBrain Workstation admin (the user with the system management privilege) is notified about this minor
release. Then he logins to the NetBrain Workstation, reviews the release note, download the setup package from
NetBrain Portal, import the package, and set up a maintenance time window to apply it.

Use Flow

Minor Release Use Flow
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The primary use flow of a minor release:
1. A minor release is published as a Common Repo in KC. This minor release must go through the typical
development cycle, such as the full feature and integration tests. The minor release includes the following
components:
•

•
•
•
•

Framework Components: These include files created and compiled by C++, C#, Java language, and
software configurations. Updating these framework components often requires the services
restarted.
Platform resources: such as driver, runbook, Data View Template (DVT), and Qapp. Updating the
platform resources only replaces the file and does not require any further action.
Scripts to update the system: these scripts are executed to backup and replace the files, restart
the services, update the database.
Test plan (optional): The basic system status check includes the server connectivity and service
status, the domain health, and data accuracy tests such as live access and path accuracy.
Release note: what is changed in this release.
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2. KC Proxy polls NetBrain License Server (there is no connection between KC and NetBrain Workstation),
which calls KC for any update of this NetBrain Workstation (identified by license ID). NetBrain system
admin will be notified via email that a new release is ready.
3. NetBrain system admin login to NetBrain Workstation, browse the release notes, download the software
package from NetBrain Portal, upload the package to NetBrain Workstation, review/edit the test plan, and
set up a maintenance window to apply for a minor release.
4. Within the maintenance time window, Service Monitor instructs NetBrain subsystems (Front Server, Front
Server Control, Web API Server, etc.) to download the updated files and scripts for this subsystem and
execute the updating process.
5. After the release is applied, the system executes the test plan. First Service Monitor checks the basic
system status, such as the server connectivity and service status. If any critical error occurs, Service
Monitor instructs all NetBrain subsystems to rollback changes. In the rare case that the system fails to
rollback, the customer will be instructed to call the NetBrain Support team for help.
Secondly, the system tests the domain health and data accuracy, which is adaptive to the customer
domain and can be edited by the customer. The summary is displayed for the user to review. Depending
on the test results, the user can decide whether to roll back the update or not. After that, the system may
continue to monitor the system, domain, and user function (mandatory for the beta customers of a minor
release and optional for other customers).
Note: If the NetBrain Workstation does not have Internet connection, step 2 does not work. Instead, the system
will export the release into a file to import the release components in step 3.
On-Demand Patch Use Flow
The primary use flow of on-demand patch follows that of a minor release with the following differences:
•

•
•

In step 1, the patch may not be fully tested due to the time urgency, and in some cases, we do not have
the environment (system or network) to test the patch. The release is usually published to one customer.
After the patch is confirmed in the customer’s environment, the patch will be merged to the future minor
release.
For some urgent cases, the customer may not wait for the KC proxy poll cycle in step 2. Instead, in step 3,
the user can manually check the update and download the patch.
The test plan may not be necessary for the majority of on-demand patches.
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9.1. Test Plan and Rollback
A minor release must have a test plan and a rollback mechanism. A user may edit the test plan’s input and decide
whether to rollback according to the test plan’s results.
There are three types of tests the system will execute during the auto update process:
•

Basic system status check, including
➢ Server connectivity
This test checks the network connectivity between servers as requested by the server spec. We may
use the same method of server check by Service Monitor.
➢ Service status
This test checks all NetBrain services such as MongoDB, Elastic Search, Rabbit MQ, Redis, Front
Server, Front Server Controller, Task Engine, Worker Server, KC Proxy, Web Service, etc. Besides the
up/down status check, we may issue APIs to run the basic task and check the return values for any
error or abnormal behavior.
The basic system status is a built-in task without requiring any input from the user. Its output is a
conclusive success or failure. The task will be executed before a release is applied. If any severe error is
found, the error will be reported to the users to apply patches to fix the error.

•

Domain health and data accuracy test
This test plan will test the domain health and data accuracy. It will execute certain functions before and
after the update (the system does not need to run the function before the update if the function’s
baseline data already exists) and export results before and after updating a report. The user can review
the results, decide whether the results are acceptable, and roll back to the old version.
The user can review and edit the test plan. An example of the test plan (at the first stage, we should have
a minimum set of tests to cover the foundation, and each minor release can add some special tests on the
functions which may be affected by the code change of this release):
➢ Live access and driver test
Test the device driver and retrieving data from the live network. To test all drivers applicable to the
customer’s network, the system will create a device group (with a special name) to include one or two
devices for each applicable driver. The user can change the devices via editing the device group. The
system will retrieve configurations for these devices. The configurations before the update (for
example, baseline configurations) and after the update will be compared, and the differences are
recorded and included in the report. The result is not conclusive since the configurations before and
after updates can be different. The user can review the results and draw his conclusion.
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➢ Path test
Test the path logic and underlined topology and data model. The system selects a certain number of
saved paths from Path Browser or AAM (if the system has this add-on module), recalculates the path,
and compares the path results before and after the update. The system can apply a simple method to
select the paths, for example, the longest path (the path with the largest number of hops). To better
cover the underlined topology and data model, we can design a more complex mechanism and select
a set of paths to include all types of devices in the customer network. The path before and after the
update can be different, requiring the user to review the results.
Unlike the basic system status check, the domain test plan is different for different customers. The minor
release may include a template of this test plan. When the user reviews the test plan, the test plan is
initialized by the customer’s domain data and displayed to the user. The user can edit the input of the test
plan, such as changing devices and paths. Executing the test plan is a mandatory step for auto update. If a
user wants to skip this step for some unknown reasons, he can set the input as empty such as no device in
the device group and no path in the path group. The test plan should be designed to be done in a short
time, such as 10 minutes. The user can view the results and decide whether to roll back the update.

9.2. NetBrain Workstation Auto Update Flow
9.2.1

Check and Download the Latest Version

The user can enable the system to check the available releases from NetBrain automatically. When this check is
enabled, NetBrain Workstation will check whether a minor release, a patch published to this customer, the
customized built-in and customized platform resources published to this customer since the last time check (either
auto or manual check). The latest available version will be displayed with the release note.

The user can then download the latest software package from NetBrain Portal and upload it into the NetBrain
Workstation.
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9.2.2

Schedule Update

Scheduling an update includes two steps:

1. Review the test plan
In this step, the user reviews the test plan and changes the input of the test plan. We focus on the basic
system check and domain health check. The domain health check includes two types of tests: device data
retrieval test and path accuracy test. A device group and an application will be automatically created. The
devices in the device group will be used as the input of the data retrieval.
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2. Set up the schedule
In this step, the user sets up a time to start the system update. Users will be able to view the notification after
they log into the NetBrain Workstation.

9.2.3

View Update Status

The backend process starts in the scheduled update time and executes the following steps:
1. Run the test plan before executing the software update. First, execute the basic system check and abort
the software update if the check fails. Secondly, execute the domain health check to prepare for the
baseline data.
2. Execute the software upgrading script, including backup any software components for the purpose of
rollback, stop services, replace the files, upgrade 3rd party components and restart the services.
3. Rerun the test plan. First, execute the basic system check. Rollback the software to the original version
and domain data to the latest data if the check fails. Secondly, execute the domain health check and
create the report.
There are four possible outputs of auto update:
•
•
•
•

The system is successfully updated to the new version.
The update fails, and the system is rollbacked to the old version.
The update fails, and the system rollback fails.
The update aborts due to that the basic system status checks fail before the software update.
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9.2.4

View Update History

The update history only records the releases the system is scheduled to update. The update history is a table with
the columns:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Version: the release number to which the system is updated.
Update time: when the system finished the update.
Executor: the person to schedule the update
Status: one of four status in view update status.
Installation log: the link of the installation log.
Test report: the link of the test results.
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10. Other New Features and Feature Enhancements
10.1. Schedule CLI Commands
IE v10.0 improves Schedule CLI Commands to fill a gap of “No CLI historical data or not enough data in NetBrain
Workstation”. This feature allows users to benchmark certain CLI commands on specified devices. With these CLI
historical data, network engineers could view and compare the CLI result data to speed up the troubleshooting
process and reduce MTTR.
The Scheduled CLI commands are supported via Proactive Automation Manager and standalone Smart CLI
applications.

The CLI command results are saved in the Front Server Data Engine and can be the data source for features
such as Compare CLI result and View CLI result.
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10.2. Splunk Integration
There are two types of integration with Splunk: a Splunk event triggers NetBrain to create a map and execute a
predefined runbook (for example, a runbook to collect and analyze network data); NetBrain retrieves the data
from Splunk and displays the data in the map as Single Pane of Glass (SPOG). IE 10.0 provides the Splunk App for
the first type of integration, while Webhook is used to push the Splunk data to NetBrain.

NetBrain provides two Splunk Apps for two IE system deployments: NetBrain Automation for single and multidomain domains. The user can install Splunk App by uploading a local file or from Splunk App Store. The user
needs to set up the connector to NetBrain in Splunk App and define the alert Actions (how to create a map and
execute Runbook Template when Splunk generates an alert).
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The Webhook can be used to push Splunk data to NetBrain. The Webhook URL can be created and enabled in
NetBrain IE. Splunk can use this URL to build a connection with NetBrain IE.
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10.3. Runbook Enhancements
IE v10.0 has the following enhancements to Runbook:
1.

Enhancements to Execute CLI Command Node
1) Recurring CLI Command Execution
2) View Historical Data and Tags via Timeline
3) Annotate Command to Share Knowledge
4) Summarize Command Output to Share Knowledge
5) Annotate Metric from Command Output to Share Knowledge
6) Save Command Output for Reuse
7) Schedule Command Execution

2.

Qualify Target Devices

3.

Annotate Runbook to Share Knowledge

4.

Associate Incident with Network Change

5.

Batch Run All Node

6.

Run Ansible Node in Normal Runbook

7.

Recurring Ping and Traceroute

10.4. Data View Enhancements
IE v10.0 makes the following enhancements on data view:
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•

Allow users to specify the data sources for a data view template.

•

Redesign the data view-related UI. Move all the data view-related displays and operation UI to Data View
Pane to centralize the data view operation.

•

Support using raw data when running Data View Template with the cached data source.

10.5. Remove Extra Show Command from Device Config File
In the earlier version, extra CLI commands (such as show interface…) are added in the driver for the topology and
path calculation. Due to these extra CLI command outputs' dynamic information, the configuration change is
inaccurate for the Change Analysis, Comparing, and Flash Probe.
IE v10.0 provides the ability to define extra CLI commands. CLI commands are not stored in the config file and are
only used to obtain and parse data, ensuring that the information stored in the config file is more concise.
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10.6. Enable User to Tag Telnet/SSH Data for Future Data Usage
Tagging the raw data, in addition to the timestamp, is the primary way to make historical CLI data easier to select
for viewing or comparing. The system supports two types of tags:
▪

Manual Tag: tag data manually when browsing it on the UI.

▪

Automatic Tag: data will be tagged automatically when generated via Schedule CLI, Schedule NI,
Interactive NI, and Benchmark.

Users can browse and create tags in the following four features:
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10.7. Fine Tune Enhancements
IE v10.0 improves the Fine Tune organization tree and the follow-up actions.
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•

All Discovered Devices:

o

Add Fully CLI Accessed Devices: This category shows devices that can be fully accessed with CLI,
meaning that those devices do not need further actions to tune.

o

SNMP Only Devices: Devices are categorized based on why they are SNMP Only.

o

Others: In the Discovery task, when some devices are imported through the API controller. These
devices are categorized in the “Others” category.

•

Missed Devices: add the total count of the missed devices and “Rediscover all” function.

•

Unknown SysObjectID: show the vendor model information in the Unknown SysObjectID devices table
after the user defines the vendor model and driver information for selected SysObjectID.
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•

Unknown IP: Use the Collection Source to categorize Unknown IP, which can help users find the right table
to fix the problem.
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10.8. Enable Qapp to Trigger Event Template
In IE v10.0, users can add the Python API to the system and support calls to the Python API in Qapp and Plugin to
trigger the execution of the defined Event Template: def TriggerEventTemplate(message, eventTemplateName =
None).

10.9. Automation Usage Dashboard and Email the Report Automatically
IE v10.0 provides an automation usage dashboard for users to see the following parameters: User Login, Triggered
Automation, Interactive Automation, Proactive Automation, and Incident-based collaboration activities. The
system can send these NetBrain automation usage reports to customers by email (daily, weekly, or monthly
report, customizable.
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Users can configure the email settings to get daily, weekly, and monthly reports as required.
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10.10.

Seat License Usage Dashboard

You can report weekly and monthly maximum concurrent user usage, allowing customers to know how often
their users use NetBrain. The system counts the max concurrent user logins for today, the last 7 days, and the last
30 days at the domain and system-level separately.

10.11.

Service Monitor Enhancements

IE v10.0 provides an email alerting function to push alerts when Front Server disk or Elasticsearch disk usage is
high. By default, this email alerting function is enabled.
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The Service Monitor can monitor PostgreSQL, a new component of Front Server, and provide Start and Restart
functions for this component. The PostgreSQL is also supported in log collection and auto-restart functions.

Detailed metrics of PostgreSQL can be monitored, such as CPU Utilization, Memory Utilization, and Used Memory.

10.12.

Customize CLI Show Command Validation Rule (from UI)

IE v10.0 allows users to customize CLI show command validation rules in System Management > Advanced
Settings to make it more convenient to change parameters.
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11. Security and Framework Enhancements
11.1. Mask Config File Based on Regular Expression
In the previous version of NetBrain, encrypting the configuration files was done to directly replace the sensitive
information with the string "***”, which will cause some issues. For example, after encrypting some texts in the
config file, the encrypted information (such as ACL data) cannot be used for path calculation.
IE v10.0 provides two encryption methods. The encryption method can be set in the Domain Settings > Advanced
Settings on the Domain Management page.
•

Mask Data at Back-end: same as the previous version.

•

Only Mask Data on User Interface: A newly added encryption method replaces the matched texts
displayed in the UI with ***. Note that the corresponding texts are not replaced in the database.

11.2. User Password Policy Enhancements
IE v10.0 made some slight adjustments to meet security standards:

•

Display the policy Require password change at first login on UI.
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•

Add the policy New password cannot be the same as any of the most recent N passwords.

•

By default, uncheck the New password can only contain at most 2 consecutive characters of the old one.

11.3. Add More Information about User Action to Audit Log
The following actions are added into audit logs to track users’ actions.
Module

Type

Actions

API Internet Proxy Manager

Operations on UI

Apply proxy server to front server
Create/Update/Delete proxy server

Webhook Management

Operations on UI

Add/Edit/Remove a webhook
Enable/Disable a webhook

API Server Manager

Northbound API

Add/Update/Delete an AWS account in API Server
Manager

11.4. Privilege Control for Private Resource
Add the privilege control for Private Resource Management. Shared Resource Management has been renamed
Shared Resource and File Management since it also manages user-defined files such as Device Group, Maps, and
CLI command template.
A user having no privilege of Private Resource Management and Shared Resource and File Management will not
have access to the following features:
•

Data View Template Manager

•

Static Data View Manager

•

Single Pane of Glass URL

•

Qapp Center/Gapp Center/Parser Library

•

Dashboard Widget & Template
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11.5. Mask SNMP RO String from UI
The SNMP RO string is masked in UI.
•

For Network Settings, display ****** instead.

•

For Shared Device Settings, it displays the alias, instead of the real string, in the drop-down box. The string
is also displayed in masking mode.

•

For discovery result and tune result, display the alias instead of the real string.
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11.6. Ticket Function Security Enhancements
IE v10.0 made the following adjustments to the ticket function:
•

The relevant data must be manually uploaded instead of automatically uploading. The share file link for the
relevant data will be automatically created and sent to users via email.
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•

Include SDN/Cloud data in map and path tickets:
o

Device/Interface Properties

o

Topology Information

o

Config Files

o

NCT Table

o

Python Logs

11.7. Other Security Enhancements
•

There are security risks associated with the same admin account being used from multiple IP addresses.
IE10.0 disallows it. If a session exists, a warning notification will pop up.

•

Add more function privilege checks such as live access privilege, domain management privilege, and
device access privilege checks in Qapp/Plugin execution.

11.8. API Framework Enhancements
With support for AWS, Azure, and other cloud technologies, users must configure a proxy to access AWS and
Azure services. Moreover, in previous versions, some API tasks may cause Front Server stability problems. To
improve the stability of the Front Server and support for canceling API tasks, IE v10.0 optimizes the API framework
as follows:
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•

•

Move the execution of API Task to a separate subprocess.

Support API Proxy.

11.9. Database in Front Server
A new database component, PostgreSQL, is deployed in the Front Server, which stores two types of data:
•

Live Access, Golden Baseline, Adaptive Monitoring, and other related configuration data.

•

Network Raw data (Show command and Config file) and Monitoring Variable Results. This data is
generated by Network Intent, Schedule CLI, Schedule Qapp, Schedule DVT, and Adaptive Monitoring.

Network data is stored in Timescale DB in PostgreSQL, and the data is compressed. Users can define the data
cleanup policy in Global Data Clean Settings.
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Appendix 1. AWS Supported Networking Objects

VPC

ITEMS

•
•
•
•
•
•

SUPPORTED TECHNOLOGY DETAILS
Security Group
Network ACL
ENI Interface details per VPC
VPC Sharing across Multiple Accounts
VPC Route Table
Ingress Routing

MAP
Yes

TOPOLOGY
Yes

PATH
Yes

VPC PEERING

•
•

VPC Peering within Same Accounts
Cross Account VPC Peering

Yes

Yes

Yes

INTERNET GATEWAY

•

Private to Public IP Mapping Table

Yes

Yes

Yes

VIRTUAL PRIVATE GATEWAY

•

Virtual Route Table (based on NetBrain's unique
algorithm)
Cloudhub function
Site-2-Site VPN details

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

•

Target Group
o IP/Instance as targets
Listener Table

NAT GATEWAY

•

ENI interfaces provisioned for VPCs

Yes

Yes

Yes

AWS DIRECT CONNECT ( DX ROUTER
SUPPORT)

•
•

Virtual Route Table for DX Router
Virtual Interfaces details
o Private virtual interface
o Transit virtual interface

Yes

Yes

Yes

•
•
ELB (ALB/NLB)

•
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•
•
•

Traffic engineering (As Path prepend, the local
preference for BPG community).
DX Connection details
LAG details

DIRECT CONNECT GATEWAY

•
•
•

Virtual Route Table
Allowed Prefix for VGW/TGW
Cross Account association to VGW/TGW

Yes

Yes

Yes

TRANSIT GATEWAY

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transit Gateway attachments
Transit Gateway route tables
Transit Gateway associations
Transit Gateway propagation
Transit Gateway peering
ENI interfaces provisioned for VPCs
Transit Gateway sharing for VPC attachments

Yes

Yes

Yes

EC2 INSTANCE

•
•
•

EC2 Data Details
Network Interface Details
Security Groups

Yes

Yes

Yes

NETWORK VIRTUAL APPLIANCES

•
•

Relationship to EC2 hosts
EC2 details

Yes

Yes

Yes

(ASAV, CSR1000V, VEDGE ETC.)
VPC ENDPOINT (GATEWAY
ENDPOINT)
VPC ENDPOINT (INTERFACE
ENDPOINT) - PRIVATELINK

Yes

•

ENI interfaces provisioned for VPCs

Yes
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Appendix 2. Azure Supported Networking Objects
ITEMS

SUPPORTED TECHNOLOGY DETAILS

MAP

TOPOLOGY

PATH

VIRTUAL MACHINE (VM)

•
•
•

VNIC Interface details
VM Device details
Network Security Group (Interface
Level)

Yes

Yes

Yes

VIRTUAL NETWORK (VNET)

•

Network Security Group (Subnet
Level)
Application Security Group
Across Multiple Accounts
Across Multiple subscriptions
User Defined Route Table (UDR)
VNet Peering Table
VNIC Effective Route Table
Virtual Route Table (based on
NetBrain's algorithm)

Yes

Yes

Yes

VNet Peering within the same
subscription
VNet Peering across Multiple
subscriptions
VNet Peering within the same
Account/Tenant
VNet Peering across
Multiple Account/Tenant

Yes

Yes

Yes

VPN/ExpressRoute Gateway device
details
Virtual Route Table (based on
NetBrain's algorithm)

Yes

Yes

Yes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VNET PEERING

•
•
•
•

VIRTUAL NETWORK
GATEWAY
(VPN/EXPRESSROUTE
GATEWAY)

•

AZURE LOAD BALANCER
(PUBLIC)

•
•
•
•
•

Device details
Inbound NAT Rules Table
Load Balancing Rule Table
Outbound Rules Table
Virtual Route Table (based on
NetBrain's algorithm)

Yes

Yes

Yes

AZURE LOAD BALANCER
(INTERNAL)

•
•
•
•

Device details
Inbound NAT Rules Table
Load Balancing Rule Table
Virtual Route Table (based on
NetBrain's algorithm)

Yes

Yes

Yes

NAT GATEWAY

•
•
•

Device details
NAT Table
Virtual Route Table (based on
NetBrain's algorithm)

Yes

Yes

Yes

•

UNSUPPORTED
FEATURES
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AZURE FIREWALL

•
•
•
•
•

DEVICE DETAILS
NETWORK RULE COLLECTION TABLE
DNAT RULE COLLECTION TABLE
APPLICATION RULE COLLECTION
TABLE
VIRTUAL ROUTE TABLE (BASED ON
NETBRAIN'S ALGORITHM)

YES

YES

YES

APPLICATION GATEWAY

•
•
•
•
•

Device details
Listener Table
Rules Table
HTTP Setting Table
Virtual Route Table (based on
NetBrain's algorithm)

Yes

Yes

NO

NETWORK VIRTUAL
APPLIANCES

•
•

Relationship to Virtual Machine host
Virtual Machine details

Yes

Yes

Yes

(ASAV, CSR1000V, VEDGE
ETC.)
INTERNET CLOUD

•

Device details

Yes

Yes

Yes

•
•

Device details
Virtual Route Table (based on
NetBrain's algorithm)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

MPLS CLOUD

PRIVATE LINK
PUBLIC SERVICE

•

OSI Layer 7 Path
(URL/Http/Https)

•
•

NCT route table
Path Originated
from the
Internet

Appendix 3. Compatibility Issues
IE v10.0 upgrade paths: V7.1*/v8.0* -> R10 (V7.0b1 ->R10 has been tested with limited scenarios. No issues were
raised, but this upgrade path is not recommended.)
The following table lists the known issues of data compatibility in IE v10.0:
Feature

Data Compatibility Issue

Network Settings

When Importing Network Settings from 6.X, the system prompts that the
import is successful, but no data is imported.
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Feature

Data Compatibility Issue

Device Group

When the Search Scope is set as My Device Group in v8.03, import to v10.0. No
specific device group is in My Device Groups; Devices cannot be found by
searching.
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